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Resumo

As ejeções de massa coronal (do inglês coronal mass ejections, CMEs) são consideradas

traçadores da atividade solar. Durante a evolução das CMEs no vento solar (do inglês

solar wind, SW), o choque e o envoltório (do inglês sheath, Sh) são estabelecidos. Nesta

fase, a transferência da energia e a termalização do choque podem ter origem através de

vários processos, entre eles instabilidades e aceleração de part́ıculas. Aqui nós apresenta-

mos dois estudos relacionados às CMEs. No primeiro estudo, analisamos a existência da

instabilidade Kelvin–Helmholtz (KHI) nas interfaces CME–Sh e Sh–SW. Para isto, supo-

mos duas CMEs que se propagam independentemente no SW lento e rápido. Modelamos

as velocidades, densidades e a intensidade do campo magnético dos envoltórios e SW nos

flancos das CMEs, a fim de resolver a condição de Chandrasekhar para a existência da KHI

magnética. Nossos resultados revelam que a formação da KHI pode ser mais provável na

CME que se propaga no SW lento do que na CME que se propaga no SW rápido. Isto é

devido a um maior cisalhamento entre a CME e o SW lento. Além disso, encontramos que

a interface Sh–SW é ser mais suscet́ıvel à instabilidade. No segundo estudo, examinamos

as distribuições das regiões de aceleração de part́ıculas e turbulência em choques ondulados

com caracteŕısticas semelhantes a ondas. Assumimos choques ondulados como resultado

de perturbações do SW bimodal, deflexão da CME, expansão irregular da CME, e flu-

tuações onipresentes na coroa solar. Constrúımos choques sem ondulações usando perfis

Gaussianos. Com adição de funções semelhantes a ondas, obtemos os choques ondulados.

Para ambos tipos de choques, calculamos os ângulos entre o vector normal ao choque e

o campo magnético coronal radial, assim classificamos as regiões como quase-paralelas e

quase-perpendiculares que são ligadas às regiões de aceleração de part́ıculas e turbulência,

respectivamente. Nossos cálculos mostram a predisposição do choque para o fenômeno de



acceleração de part́ıculas, e indicam que a expansão irregular da CME é o fator de maior

relevância neste processo. Consideramos que assumir ondulações nos choques pode ser

essencial nos estudos de problemas atuais como injeção de part́ıculas, instabilidades, jatos

e termalização dos choques.

Palavras–chave: Sol: ejeções de massa coronal (CMEs) – Sol: campos magnéticos –

ondas de choque – vento solar – instabilidades – emissão de part́ıculas



Abstract

The coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are phenomena that evidence the complex solar

activity. During the CME evolution in the solar wind (SW) the shock and sheath (Sh)

are established. With these, the transfer of energy and shock thermalization have ori-

gin through several processes like instabilities and particle acceleration. Here, we present

two studies related to CMEs. In the first study, we analyze the existence of the Kel-

vin–Helmholtz instability (KHI) at the interfaces CME–Sh and Sh–SW. For this purpose,

we assumed two CMEs that propagate independently in the slow and fast SW. We model

velocities, densities and magnetic field strengths of sheaths, and SW in the CMEs flanks,

in order to solve the Chandrasekhar condition for the magnetic KHI existence. Our results

reveal that KHI formation is more probably in the CME that propagate in the slow SW

than in CME propagating in the fast SW. It is due to large shear flow between the CME

and the slow SW. Besides we find that the interface Sh–SW is more susceptible to the

instability. In the second study, we examine the distributions of particle acceleration and

turbulence regions around CME-driven shocks with wave-like features. We consider these

corrugated shock as the result of disturbances from the bimodal SW, CME deflection,

irregular CME expansion, and the ubiquitous fluctuations in the solar corona. We model

smooth CME-driven shocks using polar Gaussian profiles. With the addition of wave-like

functions, we obtain the corrugated shocks. For both shock types are calculated the shock

normal angles between the shock normal and the radial upstream coronal magnetic field

in order to classify the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular regions linked to the particle

acceleration and turbulence regions, respectively. Our calculations show the predisposition

of the shock to the particle acceleration and indicate that the irregular CME expansion is

the relevant factor in the particle acceleration process. We consider that these wave-like



features in shocks may be essential in the study of current problems as injection particle,

instabilities, downstream-jets, and shock thermalization.

Key words: Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – Sun: magnetic fields – shock waves

– solar wind – instabilities – particle emission
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The scientific advances and partial comprehension of the solar phenomena have al-

lowed to understand the relevance of the space weather sciences in our tech lifestyle. The

space weather sciences explore three crucial topics: (i) energy origin in the Sun and its

atmosphere, (ii) energy propagation in the interplanetary space, and (iii) energy depo-

sited in the magnetosphere and upper atmosphere of the Earth (c.f., Echer et al., 2005).

Our work focuses on the first item: Sun and its solar atmosphere. This involves the solar

physics science, which covers studies from the magnetic field generation in the convective

region by dynamo process, to the propagation of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) in the

solar corona. The solar physics is known as starting point of solar-like studies in stellar,

planetary and astrophysical plasma sciences. Among some works comparable with solar

physics studies we mentioned, (i) stellar cycle (e.g., Estrela and Valio, 2016), (ii) stellar

wind, e.g., isolated supergiant stars (e.g., Mart́ınez-Núñez et al., 2017), (iii) stellar flares

(e.g., Davenport, 2016), (iv) ejections like solar CME (e.g., Collier Cameron et al., 1990;

Villarreal D’Angelo et al., 2018; Odert et al., 2017), and even (v) solar-twins studies (e.g.,

Galarza et al., 2016). For the incoming years is expected that these types of studies grow

due to the continuous discovering of the systems as TRAPPIST-1 (Gillon et al., 2017), and

new telescope era that includes projects as: European Extremely Large Telescope (e.g.,

Vernin et al., 2011), The Giant Magellan Telescope (e.g., Johns et al., 2012), James Webb

Space Telescope (e.g., Mather, 2010), Parker Solar Probe (e.g., Fox et al., 2016), and Solar

Orbiter (e.g., Müller et al., 2013).

The spectrum of solar phenomena is broad, but the flares, the CMEs, and the solar

wind (SW) have been of greatest importance in the last decades. The flares and CMEs

are eruptive and sporadic phenomena related to the accumulation of magnetic energy,
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while the SW is a constant flux of plasma. The first flare detection was associated with

the observation made by Carrington in 1859, while the first CME was detected in the

decade of the 1970s (Tousey, 1973), curiously more than one hundred years after the

Carrington flare. The CMEs are the strongest ejections of plasma and magnetic field

which reconfigure the coronal magnetic field (e.g., Low, 2001; Liu et al., 2009), and release

its stored energy in the interplanetary space (Emslie et al., 2004). Due to its complexity

and random occurrence, the CMEs are analyzed through observations, theoretical analysis,

and numerical simulations. Thereby, the CMEs are one of the most important phenomena

in the space sciences. In super-Alfvénic CMEs (> 800 km s−1), shock waves are originated

in low corona distances (e.g., Ma et al., 2011; Zucca et al., 2014; Gopalswamy et al., 2016),

where the radio Type II burst (Wild and McCready, 1950; Uchida, 1960), and Moreton

waves (Moreton, 1960; Moreton and Ramsey, 1960) evidence the shock formation. Together

with the shock wave, the sheath is established by compression of the coronal plasma caused

by the CME expansion and propagation. These two structures, shock and its sheath,

proportionate the convenient conditions for acceleration of particles (e.g., Zank et al.,

2000; Manchester et al., 2005; Kozarev et al., 2013), by the diffuse shock acceleration (e.g.,

Bell, 1978a,b; Blandford and Ostriker, 1978). These are known as gradual solar energetic

particles (electrons, protons, ions, hereafter SEPs, e.g., Reames 1999, 2013).

The shock waves are originated in the CME flanks or in the CME nose regions (e.g.,

Ontiveros and Vourlidas, 2009). In this way, some shocks are associated to SEPs origin

in flanks (e.g., Kahler, 2016), or at shock nose (e.g., Reames et al., 1997; Reames, 1999).

Faster CMEs (∼ 2000 km s−1) can be called large SEPs events, associated with the Ground

Level Enhancement (GLE) events, where the particle acceleration occur in ranges of ∼ 2.0

to∼ 4.0 R�, but with an average in∼ 3.0 R� (e.g., Reames, 2009; Gopalswamy et al., 2012).

The particle acceleration occurs in the shock supercritical regions, where the downstream

Alfvénic Mach number, MA, is larger than the critical (crt) Mach number, M crt
A , in which

the flows and sound velocities are equivalent (e.g., Edmiston and Kennel, 1984). The shock

normal angle θBn, between the shock normal and the upstream magnetic field, can allow

that supercritical shock sustain two phases: the quasi-parallel (0 ≤ θBn ≤ π/4) and quasi-

perpendicular (π/4 ≤ θBn ≤ π/2) (Balogh and Treumann 2013 page 28). These two phases

are related to the particle acceleration or turbulence.

The SEPs travel through the SW magnetic field lines from the flare, or from the shock
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waves. These two phenomena, define the SEPs types: impulsive and gradual (Reames,

1999, 2013). The first is related to the magnetic reconnection process in the flare evolution

and the second one to the diffuse shock acceleration in shock waves. From two mechanisms

the shock wave is more efficient. Besides of particles accelerated during its formation, the

shock can accelerate particles during its propagation in the interplanetary space. The SEPs

are constituted by protons, electrons, He and Pb that evidence the solar corona composi-

tion. The SEPs abundance is relevant in order to understand the process of acceleration

and transport of the particles. The accelerated particles have energies from 10 keV to

1 GeV, for non-relativistic and relativistic conditions, respectively. The near-relativistic

particles can travel up to 90% of the light speed.

The dynamical process and sophisticated magnetic field configurations in the solar co-

rona allow the existence of phenomena as waves in streamer structures (e.g., Chen et al.,

2010), instabilities as Rayleigh–Taylor instability in filamentary structure (e.g., Isobe et al.,

2005; Innes et al., 2012), and Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (hereafter KHI) in the CME

environment (e.g., Foullon et al., 2011), among others. These instabilities are the conse-

quence of microscopic and macroscopic interactions that increase the gradients of velocity,

pressure or magnetic field, which allow the exponential growth of the initial perturbations

even to turbulent conditions. The KHI is a common phenomenon that occurs in plasma

and fluids as rotating regions known as KHI vortices. These vortices take energy from

shear at the plasma interface and became in rotating motions. In conditions where the

magnetic field is parallel to the shear flow interface, the tension of the magnetic field lines

opposes to the growth of the vortices affecting the KHI formation (Chandrasekhar, 1961).

Thus, the KHI observations allow the understanding of the geometry and the strength of

the magnetic field before the turbulence generation. The KHI has been detected in some

astrophysical surroundings as: planetary environments (Hasegawa et al., 2004; Amerstorfer

et al., 2007; Sundberg et al., 2010), stellar jets (Micono et al., 1998), solar atmosphere and

coronal streamer (Cavus and Kazkapan, 2013; Feng et al., 2013). In CME environments

only exits three KHI observations (e.g., Foullon et al., 2011; Ofman and Thompson, 2011;

Möstl et al., 2013). These observations motivated some theoretical studies as Zaqarashvili

et al. (2010, 2014, 2015) and Zhelyazkov et al. (2015) for the twisted flux tubes, and Páez

et al. (2017) for the CME–Sheath (CME–Sh) and Sheath–Solar–wind (Sh–SW) interfaces

in the outer coronal distances.
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This thesis is structured in two parts. The first part presents our study of the existence

of the KHI at the CME–Sh and Sh–SW interfaces. Motivated by KHI observations in

the low corona close to the solar surface, we analyze the KHI formation in the outer

corona. Our work is focused on the interfaces of CME–Sh and Sh–SW of two CMEs that

propagate in the slow and the fast SW. We are interested in these unequal environments to

identify the suitable conditions for the KHI formation. We model the velocities, densities

and magnetic field strengths of the SW, and the sheaths, in order to model the condition

for KHI formation proposed in Chandrasekhar (1961). This work was published in The

Astrophysical Journal volume 851 page 1121 on 2017 December (Páez et al., 2017). The

second part presents our analysis of the distributions of SEPs and self-turbulence in the

corrugated shocks in the low corona distances, submitted to The Astrophysical Journal

on 2018 May, currently under revision (Páez et al., 2018). Based in the observations

of Susino et al. (2015) of the irregular shock front between 2 to 12 R�, we discuss the

distribution of the SEPs and self-turbulence regions with wave-like shocks fronts imposed

from irregularities of the medium as SW types, solar corona, and nonuniform expansion

and deflection of the CMEs.

1 http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/aa9753/meta

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/aa9753/meta
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/aa9753/meta
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/aa9753/meta


Chapter 2

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs)

As discussed in Chapter 1, our work focuses on the theoretical studies on the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability, and predisposition to particle acceleration and turbulence at the

interfaces in the shocks wave driven by coronal mass ejections (CMEs). In this Chapter,

we expose the necessary concepts to understand our methodology and calculation presented

in Chapters 4, and 5. First, we present the relevance of the spacecraft coronagraphs for

understanding the CME physics. Afterward, we present the fundamental concepts of

the Sun and solar wind (SW) phenomenon, in order to understand the morphology and

dynamic phases of CMEs, that allow the possible shock formation and their consequences

as particle acceleration and turbulence.

2.1 Solar observations

The complex nature that is involved in the flares, CMEs, and SW, is studied through

an ensemble of spacecraft in order to obtain the more possible information for their un-

derstanding. During the last decades were launched a set of spacecrafts where the most

notables are the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) launched on 1995 December

2 (Domingo et al., 1995), with Large Angle Spectroscopic Coronagraph (LASCO) onboard

(Brueckner et al., 1995), and the Solar Terrestrial Relation Observatory (STEREO) laun-

ched by NASA on 2008 October 26 (Kaiser et al., 2008). In conjunction with them, a set

of complementary spacecrafts were launched as Yohkoh1 (Tsuneta et al., 1991), Hinode2

(Lites et al., 2013), Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) (Pesnell et al., 2012) with The

Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) onboard SDO (Lemen et al., 2012). All these ins-

1 http://ylstone.physics.montana.edu/ylegacy/
2 https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/hinode/index.html

http://ylstone.physics.montana.edu/ylegacy/
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/hinode/index.html
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truments allow acquiring observations in several wavelengths as X-rays (e.g., Sterling and

Hudson, 1997) extreme ultra-violet (e.g., Tian et al., 2012), and radio (e.g., Gopalswamy

et al., 2001). The use of these wavelengths enable a better understanding of the CME

phenomenon.

Each one of the previous spacecraft was launched with the objective to contribute with

new observations and supplement each other. The scientific objectives of SOHO are related

to the studies of the solar interior, the heating of the solar corona, and the SW acceleration.

On the other hand, LASCO is structured in three coronagraphs each one with a different

observation range, C1 (1.1 - 3.0 R�), C2 (1.5 to 6.0 R�) and the C3 (3.7 to 30 R�),

that maintain the ability to obtain high spatial resolution images. Additionally, STEREO

are two identical spacecraft traveling ahead (STEREO-A), and behind (STEREO-B) of

the Earth. The mission of STEREO has been allowing to follow the CME propagation

through Heliosphere, additionally to studies of the SW properties as the magnetic topology,

temperature, velocity, and density. With STEREO the space weather studies scale up to

1 AU (∼ 215 R�). With these array of spacecrafts, the detection of CMEs has been

increased. Before the SOHO era, the averaged occurrence rate was found to increase from

0.2 per day at solar minimum to 3.5 per day at solar maximum (e.g., Webb and Howard,

1994), with SOHO and LASCO it is known of 0.5 per day near solar minimum to 6 near

solar maximum.

For the next years is expected a large increase of observations with the new era of

spacecraft. Parker Solar Probe3 and Solar Orbiter4 are two important solar missions that

will be launched on the 2018 and 2019 years, respectively. These space tech will bring

new research challenges over the coming years. The Parker Solar Probe, is dedicated

to Dr. Eugene Parker whose studies improved the understanding of the Sun, among

them like, origin of the SW (Parker, 1958), dynamo solar (e.g., Parker, 1993), nanoflares

(Parker, 1988), magnetic reconnection (e.g., Parker, 1973), heating of the coronal hole

(Parker, 1991), magnetic field structures in solar atmosphere (Parker, 1989), and others

relevant findings. In the similar way, is expected that Parker Solar Probe revolutionizes

the current solar physics. This is a spacecraft project part of the Program Living with a

Star5 of the NASA launched on 2018 August and will make 24 solar orbits over 7-year.

3 https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/parker-solar-probe
4 http://sci.esa.int/solar-orbiter/55772-solar-orbiter-launch-moved-to-2018/
5 https://lws.gsfc.nasa.gov/program_details.html

https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/parker-solar-probe
http://sci.esa.int/solar-orbiter/55772-solar-orbiter-launch-moved-to-2018/
https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/parker-solar-probe
http://sci.esa.int/solar-orbiter/55772-solar-orbiter-launch-moved-to-2018/
https://lws.gsfc.nasa.gov/program_details.html
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The first perihelion through solar corona will occurs on 2018 November and the last in

2024 December. The last three orbits will be in distances < 10 R�. With Parker Solar

Probe observations the scientific community expect to understand the structure and the

magnetic field, the heating of the solar corona, SW acceleration, and the origin acceleration

of energetic particles (e.g., Fox et al., 2016). In a complementary way, the Solar Orbiter

spacecraft will make observations of polar regions close to ∼ 60 R�. These observations will

allow to understand how the solar magnetic field is generated, and its change of polarity.

Solar Orbiter will provide elements to understand how the Sun creates the heliosphere

(e.g., Müller et al., 2013). During the seven-year mission, this instrument will measure

SW, fields, waves, and energetic particles close enough to the Sun.

2.2 The Sun

The Sun is a star of spectral type G, with radius R� equivalent to 6.96× 105 km and

mass of 1.98 × 1030 kg, i.e., ∼ 109 and ∼ 332 times the radius and mass of the Earth.

The solar energy is produced through the nuclear fusion of Hydrogen (H) to Helium (He)

in the solar core (∼ 0.25 R�, ∼ 15.7 × 106 K). In this process is released energy that

establishes the radiative zone (∼ 0.86 R�, ∼ 8× 106 K), continuing in convection motions

that allow dynamo process (e.g., Parker, 1955) which generate the solar magnetic field in

the convective zone (∼ 1 R� km, ∼ 6600 K). This magnetic field crosses the photosphere

(thickness 550 km, 4300 K), chromosphere (thickness ∼ 2.5 Mm (103 km), and solar corona

(> 106 K), even cross the interplanetary space conforming the heliosphere. Figure 2.1

shows the interior and the atmosphere structure of the Sun. In panel (a) we show the

above mentioned internal layers structure of the Sun with their size and temperature

values (c.f., Priest 2014). Panel (b) illustrates the magnetic field structure (gray lines) in

the solar corona. This panel highlights the loop magnetic structure (orange closed lines

with Ω shape), the coronal holes (CHs, blue open lines) in the solar polar regions, and the

active region (AR, yellow lines). These two structures are illustrated from the convection

region where the solar magnetic field is generated. Panel (b) is constructed editing the

image of magnetic field of the Sun printed by NASA6.

The solar atmosphere is the external structure of the Sun. This region is structured

6 https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/what-is-solar-activity

https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/what-is-solar-activity
 https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/what-is-solar-activity 
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Figure 2.1: The illustrative internal (panel (a)) and atmosphere structure (panel (b)) of the Sun. From
the center, the Sun is composed by the core (∼ 0.25 R�, ∼ 15.7 × 106 K), radiative zone (∼ 0.86 R�,
∼ 8× 106 K) characterized by radiative transport of energy (wave-like arrows), convective zone (∼ 1 R�,
∼ 6600 K) characterized by convective motions (circle arrows), photosphere (thickness ∼ 550 km, 4300
K), chromosphere (thickness ∼ 2.5 Mm (103 km)), and finally the solar corona (> 106 K) (gray shadow).
Values taken from (Priest, 2014). Panel (b) shows the magnetic field topology of the corona (gray lines,
image from Nasa) and solar structures of coronal hole (blue lines), active region (yellow lines), and coronal
loops (orange lines).

https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/what-is-solar-activity
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in three regions with different properties: the photosphere, chromosphere, and the corona.

The solar corona is characterized by low density ∼ 10−16 g cm−3 and range temperature

of > 106 K, even larger than the solar surface > 4300 K. It is known as coronal heating.

Two mechanisms have been interpreted as responsible of the chromosphere and coronal

heating: (i) the magnetic waves generated in the convection zone, and (ii) the magnetic

reconnection process in the magnetic field lines (c.f., Priest 2014). The corona shows a

complex behavior where the magnetic field develops a crucial role. In order to understand

the role of the magnetic field it is used the β-plasma parameter as ratio of gas pressure,

pth, and magnetic pressure, pmag = B2/2µ0,

β =
pth
pmag

=
2µ0pth
B2

,

where µ0 is the permeability of medium. Figure 2.2 shows the β behavior above an AR

and a plage region in the solar surface (c.f., Gary 2001). In the left side the black thick

line indicates the model for a sunspot with B ≈ 2500 G (Gauss), while the black thin line

in the right side represents the plage region in the chromosphere with B ≈ 100 G. The

solar magnetic field has its origin in dynamo process in the tachocline located in the lower

boundary of the convection zone. The dynamo process defines the solar cycle as an interval

of 11-years where the solar activity change between a minimum to maximum. In the solar

minimum the magnetic field is weak in comparison with the solar maximum when occur

the peak in magnetic activity. The solar activity is reflected by the increase of sunspots,

CMEs, flares, latitudinal distribution of the SW types, emission of extreme ultraviolet and

X-ray and larger emission of solar particles.

2.3 Solar wind (SW)

The SW is a constant flux of solar plasma that propagates through the heliosphere

and represent the mass loss controlled by the coronal heating and by energy flow between

chromosphere and corona. The SW fill the heliosphere transporting plasma and magnetic

field. Its composition corresponds to the chemical composition of the solar atmosphere i.e.,

electrons, protons, heavier ions as He++, and heavier ions in different stages of ionization

(Schmelz et al., 2012). The SW interacts with others solar phenomena as the CMEs, and

the interplanetary bodies as comets, moons, magnetized and non-magnetized planets (c.f.,
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the behavior of β, Equation (2.1) over AR. The plot shows the β-values above an AR
in function of the height from the photosphere to solar wind (c.f., Gary 2001). In the left side, the black
thick line indicates the model for a sunspot with B ≈ 2500 G (Gauss), while the black thin line in the
right side represents the plage region in the chromosphere with B ≈ 100 G. Source: Gary (2001).

Kivelson and Russell 1995).

Both types of geometry of the coronal magnetic field, i.e., closed and open, define the

source of the SW. The slow SW have the origin in regions with closed magnetic field lines,

while the fast SW in the opened magnetic field regions. Both can be described by the

mass and momentum conservation laws. The slow SW at solar minimum is localized in

the solar equator while at solar maximum it can originate in all latitudes. The fast SW has

its origin in the coronal holes (CHs) in the polar regions during the solar minimum while

in the solar maximum can occur from the CH present in others latitudes. Figure 2.3 shows

the SW speed variations through latitudes at solar minimum (left) and maximum (right)

corresponding to the first orbits of Ulysses spacecraft. For the solar minimum condition,

the figure shows the fast and slow SW in the polar and equatorial regions. In contrast at

the solar maximum conditions the coronal streamers extend for all latitudes. Near to 40

R� the SW speed can be approximated to 400 km s−1 for the slow SW (e.g., Chen, 1996),

and 750 km s−1 for the fast SW (e.g., Stakhiv et al., 2015). The electrons temperature for

both SW are comparable, while the proton temperatures for the fast SW is higher than

for the slow SW. In the fast SW, the density of protons is stable while in the slow SW the

proton density varies drastically. It is useful for known information about the SW sources.
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The temperature in the slow SW varies substantially, and for the fast SW is stable. The

high conductivity properties of the SW, allow that magnetic field freeze, and with solar

rotation the magnetic field is deformed in a spiral forming the Parker Spiral (Parker, 1958).

At Earth distances (1 AU equivalent to ∼ 215 R�) the Parker spiral preserve an angle near

of 45◦.

Figure 2.3: Observation of the SW speed from Ulysses spacecraft during the two first orbits. On the left
the observation in the solar minimum, and at right solar maximum. Source: McComas et al. (2003).

2.4 Coronal mass ejections

On 1971 December 14 was discovered the first CME through the coronagraph of the

Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO-7) (Tousey, 1973). This approximately one hundred

years later than the first observation of solar flares in the 1859 year (Carrington, 1859).

The CMEs are known as an observable change in the coronal structure (e.g., Hundhausen

et al., 1984). They are large-scale explosions of plasma that inject large quantities of

mass and magnetic flux into the heliosphere. The CMEs propagating in the interplanetary

space interact with the planets, where inducing interesting phenomena as the auroras in

the magnetized planets and ionospheres in the non-magnetized planets. Their propagation

is defined by the aerodynamic drag with the SW (e.g., Cargill, 2004; Borgazzi et al., 2009;

Vršnak et al., 2010), shock dynamics and deflections (e.g., Kay et al., 2013). The number

of the CMEs change through the solar cycle. In the solar minimum, the CMEs are ejected

near to the equator region, while in the solar maximum are ejected through all latitudes

(e.g., Yashiro et al., 2004). The currently detection of the CMEs have been allowed the
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wider construction of catalogs as LASCO CME catalog7 and the CACTUS catalog8 with

CME information from 1996 January, 1 at 00:14:26 to current data.

Figure 2.4: Image of the narrow CME of Gilbert et al. (2001). The authors show the evolution of
a narrow CME by images from LASCO C2 on 1999 April 24. We highlight the magnetic field jet-like
structure through the red lines. Source: Gilbert et al. (2001).

The irregular and complex nature of the CMEs allow some variations in their morpho-

logy, but it can be structured in two types: the narrow and the normal CMEs. The first

are jet-like explosions, with angular width of < 15
◦
, in regions with open magnetic field

lines (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2001; Wang et al., 1998). In Figure 2.4 we show the LASCO/C2

images of the narrows CMEs that occurred on 1999 April 24 analyzed in Gilbert et al.

(2001). In this work, the authors show the evolution of the narrow CME. We highlight the

magnetic field jet-like structure through the red lines. The second type of morphology is

the normal CMEs (hereafter CMEs). This type presents the cone-like shape that is struc-

tured into three parts: core, cavity and frontal loop (e.g., Illing and Hundhausen, 1985).

The normal CMEs on average show an angular width of < 120
◦

(e.g., Yashiro et al., 2004).

In Figure 2.5 we show the evolution of CME event of the 1999 June 11 between 11:06 UT9

to 12:50 UT observed by the LASCO/C2 (Brueckner et al., 1995). For the CME we show

the three-part structure: core, cavity, and frontal loop, together with shock and sheath.

7 https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/
8 http://sidc.oma.be/cactus/
9 UT:universal Time sometime Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)

https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://sidc.oma.be/cactus/
https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://sidc.oma.be/cactus/
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Particularly, Bemporad and Mancuso (2011) and Bemporad et al. (2014) driven full set of

plasma physical parameters in shock from ultraviolet and white-light coronagraphic data.

Figure 2.5: The time step of the CME of 1999 June 11 between 11:06 UT to 12:06 UT from LASCO/C2
(Brueckner et al., 1995). Snapshots illustrate the CME evolution in distances from 2.0 to 6.0 R� between
11:05 to 12:50 UT. For the CME we show the three-part structure: core, cavity, and frontal loop, together
with shock and sheath. Particularly, Bemporad and Mancuso (2011) and Bemporad et al. (2014) driven
full set of plasma physical parameters in shock from ultraviolet and white-light coronagraphic data.

During the CME evolution, they interact with the slow and fast SW and with the

solar corona structures as CHs, coronal streamers, quiet Sun, even others CMEs. Thus,

the expansion, propagation, deflection, rotation, and magnetic reconnection of the CMEs

is the result of the interaction with these structures in the range from its formation to

propagation in the larger distances e.g., in ∼ 5.4 AU (e.g., Liu et al., 2005). The expansion

of the CMEs is characterized by self-similar expansion or of constant angular width. This

behavior is due to that expansion evolute according to the distance of propagation. This

makes that CMEs frequently are modeled by cone-model (e.g., Xie et al., 2004; Mays et al.,

2015; Na et al., 2017), and generally this behavior can be assumed for distances above of

5 R� (e.g., Chen, 1996; Chen et al., 1997). In lower distances the CME expansion is faster

than self-similar expansion (e.g., Cremades and Bothmer, 2004).

The radial propagation of the CMEs has been studied through coronagraphs observa-
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Figure 2.6: Schematic plot proposed in Zhang and Dere (2006) for the CME kinematic. The author
emphasized in three dynamical phases: initiation, acceleration, and propagation, related to the flare phases
of preflare, rise, and decay of the associated flare, respectively. Source: Zhang and Dere (2006).

tions. This motion is considered in three dynamical phases: initiation, acceleration, and

propagation (Zhang et al., 2001, 2004; Zhang and Dere, 2006). The two initial phases are

linked to the formation and acceleration of the eject in the low corona, while the third

phase is related to the residual acceleration during eject propagation in the interplanetary

space.

The CME initiation phase can be interpreted as a sequence of equilibrium states. Its

duration is of some hours, here the CME shows a slow increase with constant velocity in the

interval 1 to 100 km s−1 (e.g., Zhang and Dere 2006 and references therein). The initiation

phase coincides with the onset of the flare (Zhang et al., 2001). Figure 2.6 illustrates the

CME kinematic in the three temporal phases associated to evolution of the flare proposed

by Zhang and Dere (2006). The authors propose slow-rise initiation phase, an impulsive

acceleration phase, and the last phase with a residual acceleration of the CME propagating

in the SW.

The acceleration phase of the CMEs is of particular interest in the solar physics. This

phase involves or is complementary with relevant phenomena as flare and shock formation,

consequently with particle acceleration. The CME acceleration phase starts with the

catastrophic loss of equilibrium of the eject (e.g., Forbes, 2000; Lin, 2004). In this spatial

and temporal range, the CME increases its velocity suddenly, for this reason, is interpreted
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as impulsive acceleration. Maričić et al. (2007) through statistical analysis of 22 CMEs

between pre-eruption to the propagation phase, the authors conclude that in the majority of

the events the acceleration phase starts before the soft X-ray (SXR) burst and its duration

is larger than SXR burst. The CME initiation phase begin some tens minutes before the

flare onset, while the CME acceleration starts quasi-simultaneously with the flare onset

time (Zhang et al., 2001). Vršnak et al. (2007), with a temporal and spatial study of

CME acceleration phase, show that the peak of acceleration is inversely proportional to

the duration and the height range involved. In contrast is proportional to the source region

dimensions, if the CME source region is compact, the acceleration is more impulsive.

In the last phase, the CME suffers the second acceleration or residual acceleration.

During this phase the CME interacts with the SW, where the aerodynamic drag force is

established (e.g., Chen, 1996; Cargill, 2004; Borgazzi et al., 2009; Tappin, 2006; Vršnak

et al., 2010). The relative constant velocity of the CME in the outer corona indicates

that acceleration of CMEs occurs in the inner corona, thus the acceleration residual occurs

after main acceleration. A statistical study of Zhang and Dere (2006) estimate the main

acceleration average in 330.9 m s−2 in the low corona, while residual acceleration of 0.9 m

s−2 in the outer solar corona.

Due to the magnetic and pressure gradients in the solar corona and in the interplane-

tary space the CMEs can be deflected from their radial propagation. The CME deflection

is a known problem that has been discussed since early CME observations (e.g, MacQueen

et al., 1986). From the initial studies of the deflection, it was understood as a consequence

of the fast SW. Gopalswamy et al. (2009) and Gopalswamy et al. (2010), quantified the

CH influence on CME propagation. The authors affirm that CH pushes the CMEs toward

the solar equator region (e.g., Cremades and Bothmer, 2004; Kilpua et al., 2009). In com-

plementary way, some studies indicate that slow and fast CMEs are deflected of different

manners. The first, toward the solar equator, and the second away the streamer belt (SB)

(e.g., Xie et al., 2009). Shen et al. (2011) and Gui et al. (2011), show that the density

of background magnetic energy in the solar corona induce the CMEs deflection toward

the streamer region in distances ≥ 1.5 R�. The CME deflection can occur in latitude and

longitude, Isavnin et al. (2013) with observations found the latitudinal deflection up to

35
◦

and a maximum longitudinal deflection of 5.4
◦
, while Lugaz et al. (2011) by MHD

simulation for the event of 2005 August 22, found that magnetic forces drive a deflection
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of 10
◦

to 15
◦

within 8 R�, lower than the observational values.

Recently, Kay et al. (2013) constructed the model ForeCAT (forecasting a CME’s Al-

tered Trajectory) in order to understand how the magnetic forces i.e., magnetic pressure

gradients and magnetic tension define the CME deflection. The authors include the CME

expansion, three-part model propagation, and effect of the drag force, their model, Fo-

reCAT, is susceptible to the mass, velocity in the propagation phase, initial radius and

initial magnetic field strength. Kay et al. (2015) using ForeCAT compare simulations with

observations of the CME deflection of the event 2008 December 12, they show the model

efficiency to predict the CME deflection with their model. Few years ago, Kay and Opher

(2015) show that CME deflection and rotation are established beyond 2 R�.

2.5 Shock waves

The MHD shock waves occurs in astrophysical environments from smaller scales, as the

bow shock in the magnetosphere (e.g., Kivelson and Russell, 1995), to larger scales, as in

galaxy cluster (e.g., Markevitch et al., 2002). The shock can manifest as non-relativistic,

such as in space plasma, supernova remnants, galaxy clusters, and relativistic for the active

galactic nuclei, gamma-ray bursts. The shock waves are formed in super-Alfvénic or super-

magnetosonic plasmas. The first occurs in plasmas with velocity, V , larger than Alfvén

velocity VA = B/
√
µ0ρ, i.e., when the Alfvénic Mach number MA = V/VA > 1. The second

take place in plasmas with Mach number Mms = V/cms > 1, when the plasma velocity is

larger than magneto-sonic velocity cms =
√
V 2
A + c2s , where cs is the sound velocity.

Figure 2.7 illustrates the shock wave (orange line) when the driver propagates with

MA > 1 the upstream (pre-shock) and downstream (post-shock) regions are established.

We distinguish these two regions by subscript 1 and 2, respectively, in their densities (ρ),

magnetic fields (blue arrows, B), velocities (V ), and angle (θ). The set of equations that

control the jump through the shock are called the Rankine–Hugoniot (RH) conditions

(e.g., Balogh and Treumann, 2013). These equations allow to describe the downstream in

function quantities of the upstream, together with the temperature and pressure. The most

important parameters that control the shock physics are the Mach number MA, and the

shock normal angle, θBn. The MA represent the strength of the shock and quantify energy

processed in the shock, while θBn represents the angle between the upstream magnetic
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field and the shock normal. The shock orientation can be parallel, θBn = 0, quasi-parallel,

0 ≤ θBn ≤ π/4, quasi-perpendicular (π/4 ≤ θBn ≤ π/2) or perpendicular (θBn = π/2).

Depending on θBn exist different physical behavior, the quasi-parallel regions are associated

with the turbulence regions, and the quasi-perpendicular regions are associated to the

acceleration of particles.

Figure 2.7: The shock wave formation (orange line) allow that the downstream (post-shock) and upstream
(pre-shock) regions to be established. The subscript 1 and 2 in density (ρ), magnetic field (blue arrows, B),
velocity (V ), and angle (θ), we identify the downstream and the upstream region quantities, respectively.

Figure 2.8 shows the two types of the shock formation. In panel (a) we illustrate the

CME piston during its impulsive expansion and acceleration phase, where occurs the shock

formation, and the sheath structure (green shadow) by SW compression. In the initial

range, the piston accelerates rapidly controlling the shock kinematics, but for incoming

distances the eject decelerate and the shock continues propagating. In panel (b) we indicate

the bow shock, where the stand-off distance to the driver is constant and the piston and

the shock maintain the same velocity. We present the bow shock (blue line) that occurs

when the SW arrived at the magnetosphere. In a similar way to the panel (a), here

originates the magnetosheath (green shadow) between the magnetopause (orange line) and

the shock. The CME and magnetosphere are shock examples, but exist others examples

in astrophysics as the supernova shock, comets, among others.

In space plasma, the shocks can be interpreted as collisionless shocks. In this shock

type, the magnetic field allows a behavior equivalent to the collision shocks through the

interaction of waves with the particles. A collisionless shock wave is defined as “irrever-

sible (entropy-increasing) wave that causes a transition from supersonic to subsonic flow”

(Kivelson and Russell, 1995). The dissipation in shocks corresponds to the change between

the kinetic energy of the flow into the thermal energy of the particles. The collisionless

shocks are characterized by dissipation and thermalization process caused by the viscosity
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Figure 2.8: Schematic view of the two shocks types. In panel (a) we show the shock originated in the
condition that driver propagate in the plasma. We indicate the faster CME propagating in the equator
region with a shock wave (blue line) in CME nose region. We highlight the CME three parts structure
region i.e., core, cavity, and frontal loop, CME-pause (orange line), the sheath region (green shadow)
behind the shock, coronal magnetic field lines (MFL, gray lines). In panel (b), we illustrate the bow shock
(blue line) that occurs when there is the SW collision between SW with the magnetosphere. In this case,
the stand-off distance to the driver is constant and the piston and the shock maintain the same velocity. In
a similar way to the panel (a), here originates the magnetosheath (green shadow) between magnetopause
(orange line) and shock.
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and anomalous resistivity. These two are due to the change velocity in the particles by

the perturbations in the fields. Thus, the waves in the fields replace the collisions between

particles, and the collisionaless plasma can be interpreted as collisional. The turbulence in

the plasma, from waves-particle interaction, allow the increase of the kinetic temperature

and also provide the source of free energy to complete the dissipation process.

In shocks with low Mach number, M , the dissipation process is caused by the heating

that suffer the shock and the Joule heating, ηJ2, where η is the resistivity and the J is the

current density. While in shocks with higher M , the ion reflection become important and

provide the shock dissipation. This is the clearest difference between subcritical (low M)

and supercritical (high M) shocks, the first associated to the Joule heating, and the second

to the particle acceleration. However, the ion reflections can be found in shocks with low

Mach and Joule heating in shocks with high Mach, but with reduced relative importance

without developing a role in the shock structure (Kivelson and Russell, 1995). thus, the

particle acceleration is an important process in supercritical shocks, because is the only

processes that compensate the dissipative process in the shock.

In super-Alfvénic CMEs (> 800 km s−1) the shock and sheath are generated ahead of

and behind of the ejecta, see Figure 2.8(a). Some CME parameters are relevant for the

shock formation as the velocity, the duration of the acceleration phase, and the Alfvén

velocity (e.g., Žic et al., 2008). Complementary to the CME properties, the presence of a

flare during the CME acceleration may optimize the conditions for the shock formation, an

example is explained by Magdalenić et al. (2010). In this study the authors show the shock

wave formation in slow CME (< 500 km s−1) by the flare associate to the ejecta. They

explain that the shock occurs due to the flare pressure, besides the shock is temporally

associated with the release of energy of the flare. Complementary works also show that

shock can be consequence of flare and CME (e.g., Magdalenić et al., 2008; Oh et al., 2007;

Reiner et al., 2001; Vršnak and Cliver, 2008). As mentioned above, the understanding of

shock phenomenon can be confusing due to the synchronization of the CME acceleration

phase and the flare energy release (e.g., Zhang et al., 2001).
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2.6 Solar energetic particles (SEPs)

Since the first report of solar energetic particles (SEPs) (Forbush, 1946), that occurred

approximately 87 years after first white-light solar flare observation on 1 September on

1859 by Carrington, the SEPs has been associated with the eruptive events i.e., flares and

CMEs. The different physical process between these last phenomena defines two different

mechanisms of SEPs acceleration, and consequently two SEPs types: the impulsive and

the gradual. The first are associated to the magnetic reconnection present in flares, while

the second are associated to the shock waves driven by CMEs (Reames, 1999). The im-

pulsive and gradual denomination is not related to the duration of these SEPs. Figure 2.9

illustrates in the left the gradual SEPs (helical blue lines) associated with CME shocks

(thick blue line) in the corona and interplanetary (IP) space, and in the right, the impul-

sive SEPs linked to the flares. The SEPs basically are proton, electrons, He and Pb, (e.g,

Reames, 1995; Reames and Ng, 2004). The composition and abundance of the elements

and isotopes turn relevant in order to interpret the origin, the acceleration process in the

sources, or even the process of transport involved.

Figure 2.9: Schematic of mechanism of SEPs acceleration that define the SEPs types. Panel (a) shows
the gradual SEPs accelerated in the shock waves driven by CMEs While panel (b) shows the impulsive
SEPs associated to the open magnetic field lines that are accelerated in the magnetic reconnection process
present in the flare. Source: Reames (1999).

The large events of gradual SEPs have been associated to CMEs with velocity of ∼ 1500

km s−1 and with some exceptions to ∼ 800 km s−1 (e.g., Kahler, 2001). Some additional

CME constraints are the mass and kinetic energy larger than 1015 g and 3 × 1031 ergs,

respectively (e.g., Yurchyshyn et al., 2005). These fast and wide CMEs can be linked to

secondary CME in the same active region (e.g., Liu et al., 2009). In these events, the first

CME may optimize the surrounding environment in order to the secondary CME to be more

efficient to accelerate particles, or the physical process is optimized for accelerate particles.
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Some of them (c.f., Desai and Giacalone 2016), (i) the initial CME may pre-accelerate the

particles, i.e., proportionate seed particles, or even allow enhance the turbulence of medium

to the secondary CME may be efficient (e.g., Li and Zank, 2005; Ding et al., 2013); (ii)

in the same way, the first CME-driven shock may proportionate an initial acceleration, in

order to the second CME-driven shock re-accelerate these particles (Gopalswamy et al.,

2004; Mewaldt et al., 2012); (iii) during the CME origin the pseudo streamer leads to

the reconnection between closed field lines that drape the CME and its shock, as well, as

the open field lines that drape the second CME, creating enhanced seed populations and

higher turbulence levels in front of the second CME shock (e.g., Li et al., 2012); (v) the

previous reconnection process between open and closed lines decrease the Alfvén velocity

creating a stronger shock in front of the second CME (e.g., Gopalswamy et al., 2004).
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Chapter 3

Kelvin–Helmholtz Instability (KHI)

in coronal mass ejections

The instabilities are common phenomena in fluids and plasmas. They represent the

transfer of energy and play an important role in the origin of turbulence, and plasma

heating (e.g., Karpen et al., 1994). In the astrophysical researches, the Kelvin–Helmholtz

instability (KHI) has been of regular detection. Particularly, the KHI is of great interest

in the space plasma, and it was detected in the SW, CMEs, and magnetosphere. In

this Chapter, we present a summary of the state of the art of KHI studies in the CME

environments. We summarize the relevant findings of the observations and analytical

models previous to our work, which we will present in the next Chapter.

3.1 Introduction

The KHI is a hydrodynamical (HD) and magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) phenomenon

that occurs in different scales in nature. The conditions for magnetic KHI formation are

the shear velocity at the interfaces of one, or at boundary layer between two plasmas

(e.g., Chandrasekhar, 1961; Hasegawa, 1975). In the magnetic medium, the tension of the

magnetic field lines can stabilize the interface and affect the KHI formation or its growth

rate, even inhibit its formation. When the shear flow and the magnetic field are parallel the

instability can be suppressed, while in the case where they are perpendiculars the situation

is equivalent to the HD case.

The KHI evolute in two phases. The first phase is known as the linear phase, where

the KHI vortices show growth with an exponential rate powered by the kinetic energy of

shear flow. The second phase is the non-linear stage where the KHI allow the formation
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the linear phase of the KHI between two plasmas indicated by subscripts 1
(higher gray shadow) and 2 (light gray shadow). Panel (a) indicates the hydrodynamical conditions of the
KHI where the magnetic field B is perpendicular to the shear flow x̂ (blue arrow) at the interface between
fluids (orange line). The KHI vortices formation is indicated by the black dashed arrows. For two plasmas
we consider: V1 > V2, ρ1 > ρ2, and B1 > B2, in order to illustrate the interface CME and SW. In panel
(b), we present the MHD KHI case with the B (black arrows) parallel to x̂ in the interface (green line).
The KHI vortices size are shown larger in the HD case than in the MHD case, in order to emphasize the
role of the magnetic field tension opposing to the KHI origin.

of a turbulent flow due to the saturation of the vortices and the transport of energy to

smaller scales.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the linear KHI phase for two plasmas identified with the subscripts

1 and 2, with densities (ρ1, ρ2, with ρ1 > ρ2), magnetic fields (B1, B2, with B1 > B2,

black arrows), and velocities (V1, V2, with V1 > V2, red arrows). Panel (a) indicates the

magnetic field B, perpendicular to the shear flow, x̂ (blue arrow) at the interface between

fluids (orange line), this situation is equivalent to the HD case. In panel (b), we present the

MHD KHI case, with the B parallel to x̂ in the interface (green line). The KHI vortices

formation is indicated by the black dashed arrows. The KHI vortices size are shown larger

in the HD case than in the MHD case, in order to emphasize the role of the magnetic field

tension opposing to the KHI evolution.

For the configuration shown in Figure 3.1, Chandrasekhar (1961) and Hasegawa (1975)
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found the mathematical condition for the KHI formation. Their mathematical method is

applied for a streaming flow (V ) along the interface between fluids (x̂), and parallel to the

magnetic field (B). Linearizing the MHD equations of continuity, motion and induction

through the perturbations on quantities, i.e., V = V0 + v, ρ = ρ0 + δρ, p = p0 + δp, and

B = B0 + b, with the subscript 0 as the equilibrium, are considered solutions in normal

modes, exp i(k ·x+nt). Calculating the dispersion relation n is finding the KHI condition,

here shown for two fluid identified with subscripts 1 and 2,

[
k̂ · (V1 − V2)

]2
>
ρ1 + ρ2
µ0 ρ1 ρ2

[
(k̂ ·B1)

2 + (k̂ ·B2)
2
]
. (3.1)

The condition (3.1) suggest some properties of the instability, e.g., that the KHI is con-

sequence of a relative streaming |V1 − V2| along the discontinuity between the fluids, and

for traversal configuration the KHI react like a situation without magnetic field.

The KHI play an important role in the transport of energy and mass, and due to

it the instability is an ubiquitous phenomenon in astrophysical plasmas. The KHI was

detected in: stellar jets (Micono et al., 1998), nova explosions (Casanova et al., 2011), in the

Orion molecular cloud (e.g., Berné et al., 2010) where was interpreted like turbulence and

chemical mixing in the interstellar medium (e.g., Berné and Matsumoto, 2012), planetary

environments (Hasegawa et al., 2004; Amerstorfer et al., 2007; Sundberg et al., 2010),

magnetopause (Kivelson and Pu, 1984), and magnetosphere e.g., in Mercury (Slavin et al.,

2010), and Saturn (Masters et al., 2010). In the solar corona, the KHI observations are

focused on the coronal streamers (e.g., Feng et al., 2013), in twisted magnetic flux tubes

in the solar wind (e.g., Zaqarashvili et al., 2014).

3.2 KHI in coronal mass ejections

In CME environments the KHI has been observed in three opportunities: 2010 No-

vember 3 (Foullon et al., 2011), 2010 April 8 (Ofman and Thompson, 2011), and on 2011

February 24 (Möstl et al., 2013). These events have been analyzed by complementary

works, through analytical and computational models. The first detection on the ejecta of

2010 November 3, besides of clear KHI formation presents others features as, a flux rope

structure from the impulsive acceleration phase of the CME (Cheng et al., 2011), shock

formation together with electron acceleration suggested by type II radio burst observations
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(a) The KHI vortices on the northern flank of CME of 2010 no-
vember 3.

(b) The illustrative images show the KHI evolution through the time and
distance. Each one image is taken each 12 seconds.

Figure 3.2: First KHI observations in the CME environments. The image was observed in the AIA/SDO
131Å (Fe XX). The X and Y (both in arcsecs) are orientated for the west and north, respectively. Source:
Foullon et al. (2011).
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(Bain et al., 2012), and flare-CME initiation (Mulay et al., 2014). Figure 3.2 shows the

KHI observations analyzed by Foullon et al. (2011). Panel (a) shows the KHI formation

in the superior flank of the CME. The images were acquired in the highest temperature

channel 131Å (Fe XX) EUV bandpass at 11 × 106 K of the Atmospheric Imaging As-

sembly (AIA) on board SDO. In a similar panel (b) represent the image with which the

authors evidence the evolution of the KHI along the CME flank. They show the sequence

of snapshots of the KHI such as 12 seconds, these substructures or vortices maintain a

separation of λ = 18 ± 0.4 Mm. Foullon et al. (2011) indicate that vortices move with

phase speed of ∼ 417± 7 km s−1, and period of 43± 2 s.

The relevance of the first KHI observations enables new works focused to analyze this

phenomenon. Foullon et al. (2013) made a spectral analysis to explore the KHI properties,

CME plasma structure, and the surrounding environment in order to corroborate the

features observed by Foullon et al. (2011). The authors found that the KHI evolution

occurs on 150 Mm (103 km) from the solar surface when the shear velocity in CME flanks

is ∼ 680 km s−1. They present some parameters of the CME and solar corona at KHI

region as, electronic temperature Te = 11.6±3.8 ×106 K, density ne = 7.1±1.6×108 cm−3,

and for the solar corona Te ∼ 1 × 106 K, and density 2 to 1 ×108 cm−3 between 40 a 100

Mm or equivalent a 0.05 and 0.15 R� (Aschwanden and Acton, 2001). An additional study

by Nykyri and Foullon (2013) structure an analysis through 2.5D MHD simulations with

the CME magnetic field as a parameter. They mimic the KHI of Foullon et al. (2011)

finding that a magnetic field of Bejecta ≈ 8− 9 G, and Bsheath ≈ 10− 11 G and a shear of

∆V ≈ 770 km s−1 may allow the KHI formation. The authors suggest that KHI formation

can occur in only one flank due to the helical configuration of the CME structure, contrary

to the magnetopause where the KHI is expected on both sides.

Contemporary to the KHI observations on 2010 November 3, Ofman and Thompson

(2011) provide others KHI observations in the interface between CME and the solar corona

on 2010 April 8. Figure 3.3 presents these observations in the 193 Å (Fe XII) waveband of

the AIA/SDO, see the left side in figure. On the right side, the authors show the images

of the temporal sequence evolution of KHI in the 211 Å (Fe XIV). They conclude that

the vortices preserves ∼ 7000 km in size and ∼ 6 to 14 km s−1 velocity of propagation

from right to left. Finally, they affirm that KHI structures disappear on timescales of

tens of minutes. Similarly, Möstl et al. (2013) add others KHI observations occurred in
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Figure 3.3: CME images of event occurred on 2010 April 8. This image corresponds to 193 Å (Fe XII).
The larger and small boxes correspond to CME and KHI observations, respectively. The columns of the
frames in the right side correspond to the temporal evolution of the vortices in 211 Å (Fe XIV) images.
Source: Ofman and Thompson (2011).

the interface CME and solar corona on 2011 February 24. From two flanks of the CME,

only the northern evidence the KHI formation as quasi-periodic vortices-like structures.

Figure 3.4 shows the observations analyzed in Möstl et al. (2013). In panel (a), they show

the AIA/SDO images in the 304 Å (He II) in 5× 104 K (orange images) and in the 171 Å

(Fe IX) in 6×105 K (gray images). The yellow square corresponds to the image 30 minutes

before the LASCO observation (see right side). Panel (b), correspond to the zoom into

the AIA 304 Å (He II). The authors calculate the filament velocity as ∼ 470 km s−1, and

the height of the structures as 2.4 to 4 Mm, wavelength ∼ 14.4 Mm, and propagation

velocity of ∼ 320 km s−1. Complementary to the observations the author through 2.5D

MHD simulations find that a parallel magnetic field of 2 G can stabilize the interface and

inhibit the evolution of KHI.
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(a) AIA/SDO images in 304 (He II) and 171 Å (Fe IX) chanels. In right side LASCO/SOHO
image of the CME.

(b) Boundary between CME and the solar corona. Images AIA/SDO in 304 Å (He II) channel.

Figure 3.4: Observations of the KHI by Möstl et al. (2013). In panel (a) the authors show the AIA/SDO
images in 304 Å (He II) channel (orange images). The gray images corresponding to the AIA/SDO ober-
vations in 171 Å (Fe IX) channel. Source: Möstl et al. (2013).

The KHI observations mentioned above, have inspired some analytical studies of KHI

instability. Zaqarashvili et al. (2010) analyzed the influence of mass flows on the KHI

formation in twisted flux tubes. In a complementary way, Zaqarashvili et al. (2014) suggest

the KHI formation in a twisted flux tube in the SW. Zaqarashvili et al. (2014) suggest the

existence of the twisted flux tubes in the SW from total pressure observed. These twisted

flux tubes may lead to KHI formation. Zhelyazkov et al. (2015) present a study of the

KHI in a CME in the lower corona, for the conditions of the CME of 2010 November 3.

These works analyze the balance of pressure in the twisted flux tube and conclude that

KHI exists for some unstable harmonics.
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Chapter 4

Kelvin–Helmholtz instability

at the CME–Sheath

and Sheath–Solar Wind interfaces

A few years ago was observed some wave-like features CMEs associated with the pre-

sence of Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (KHI) in the low corona distances. As discussed

in Chapter 2 in this range of distances the strength of the magnetic field is higher than

in the outer corona. Besides, the geometry of the magnetic field lines is more complex

and in this interval is where the reconnection process can succeed, together with the ac-

celeration phase of the CME. Given above, we focused in to analyze the existence of the

KHI in the kinematic propagation phase where geometry and the strength of the magnetic

field is more adequate for the KHI formation. Our analysis study the existence of the

KHI at the interface CME–Sheath (CME–Sh) and sheath–solar wind (SW) (Sh–SW) of

two CMEs that propagate in the slow and fast SW. In this Chapter, we reproduce our

study titled: “Kelvin–Helmholtz Instability at the CME–Sheath, and Sheath–Solar-wind

Interfaces” published in The Astrophysical Journal volume 851 page 1121, in collaboration

with Professor Dr. Diego Falceta-Gonçalves and Professor Dr. Merav Opher (Páez et al.

(2017), see Appendix A).

1 http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/aa9753/meta

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/aa9753/meta
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/aa9753/meta
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4.1 Methodology

The KHI was observed in the low corona distances during the early stages of formation

of some CMEs (e.g., Foullon et al., 2011; Ofman and Thompson, 2011; Möstl et al., 2013).

In the present work, we are motivated to discuss the possibility of the KHI formation in

the outer corona between heliocentric distances from 4 to 30 R�, unlike to previous works.

Our study simplifies the large variety of regimes and the multiplicity of configurations of

the environment that may affect the KHI. Here we only consider harmonics with the wave

vector parallel to the flow that can be stabilized by flow-aligned magnetic field. We adopt

the KHI magnetic condition proposed in Chandrasekhar (1961), along the shear flow, k̂, for

an incompressible plasma, without viscosity and in a thin layer with an external magnetic

field, [
k̂ · (V1 − V2)

]2
>
ρ1 + ρ2
µ0 ρ1 ρ2

[
(k̂ ·B1)

2 + (k̂ ·B2)
2
]
, (4.1)

where the V are the velocities, ρ the densities, B the magnetic field of the two plasma and

µ0 the permeability of free space (µsolar ≈ 1). For this, we assume in the condition (4.1) an

electron–proton plasma i.e., ρ = ρe+ρp, with, ρe ≈ neme, ρp ≈ npmp and quasi-neutrality

MHD, ne ≈ np ≈ n. With this in mind, the Equation (4.1) can be written as

[
k̂ · (V1 − V2)

]2
>

n1 + n2

mp n1 n2

[
(k̂ ·B1)

2 + (k̂ ·B2)
2
]
. (4.2)

In order to study the condition (4.2) at the interfaces CME–Sh and Sh–SW, we model

the velocities, densities, and magnetic field strengths for two CMEs propagating indepen-

dently in the slow and fast SW during the minimum of the solar cycle. We neglect the

CME deflection checking in Kay et al. (2013), the CME rotations considered in Lynch et al.

(2009), or twisted magnetic flux tubes (Zaqarashvili et al., 2010), and effects of reconnec-

tion. Simulations in Evans et al. (2011) show how the relative orientations of the CME

magnetic field with respect to global magnetic field can generate changes on CME-Pause

morphology (here CME–Sh interface) in response to different balances of pressure.

We start analyzing the slow and fast SWs in subsection 4.1.1 and analyzing the CMEs

and their sheaths structures in subsections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, respectively. In Figure 4.1 we

present the general scheme of our study at left for CME 1 and on the right for CME 2

environments. Figure 4.1 shows the general scheme of the KHI regions on CME flanks for
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CME 1 and CME 2 that propagate in the slow and fast SWs, respectively. Panels (a) and

(b) show the helical magnetic structures, BHelical
CME of CME 1 and CME 2 evolved by the

sheath magnetic field lines BSlow
Sh (orange lines) and BFast

Sh (green lines), and the magnetic

field lines of the SW BSlow
SW (purple lines) and fast SW BFast

SW (pink lines). The CME 1 and

CME 2 sheaths are represented as the cyan and yellow shaded regions, respectively. We

indicate the KHI region by dashed black line rectangle together with the shear flow, k̂, on

CME flanks. The solid black point represents the Sun, and the solar rotation is assumed

in the ẑ direction and we adopt an axial symmetry on the CME. We consider the vectors

VSW, BSW, VSh, and BSh aligned with the k̂, but this text eventually write the magnitudes

VSW, BSW, VSh, BSh.

4.1.1 Solar wind model

We use the bimodal pattern model for the SW, with the slow SW in the equator region

and the fast SW close to the solar poles. For both types of winds we construct speed,

density and magnetic field expressions dependent on the heliocentric distance, r. The

velocity for the SWs (VSW) is modeled using the hyperbolic tangent profile (e.g., Coles

et al., 1991; Chen, 1996; Borgazzi et al., 2009),

VSW(r) = a tanh
(r
b

)
. (4.3)

The slow and fast SW velocity profiles are defined adjusting the constants a and b using

two pairs of values for the velocity and distance. From Abbo et al. (2010), we propose for

the slow SW the velocity of 100 km s−1 at 3.5 R�. For the fast SW we assume the velocity

of 200 km s−1 at 2.2 R�. We adopt the velocity of 400 km s−1 for the slow SW (e.g.,

Chen, 1996) and 700 km s−1 for the fast SW both at distance of 40 R� (e.g., Stakhiv et al.,

2015). We find the values a = 402.7 km s−1 and b = 13.8 for the slow SW, and a = 700

km s−1 and b = 7.48 for the fast SW. Figures 4.2 (a) and (b) show the velocity profiles in

km s−1 (V Slow,Fast
SW in solid blue line), the density in cm−3 (nSlow,Fast

SW in dashed green line) and

the magnetic field strength in G (BSlow,Fast
SW in dotted red line) of the slow and fast winds.

The density and magnetic field strength are modeled using the Equation (4.4) and (4.5),

respectively. Our slow SW velocity model is in agreement with Quémerais et al. (2007)

and Sheeley et al. (1997).
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Figure 4.1: Illustrative two-dimensional scheme of the CME 1 (panel (a)) and CME 2 (panel (a)) propa-
gating in the slow and fast solar wind (SW), respectively. The panels (a) and (b) show our zones proposed
for the KHI formation on CME flanks. We also show the CMEs internal structure (core and cavity) and
the presence of the external structures sheaths and shocks for both CMEs. The sheaths of the CME 1 and
CME 2 are represented as the cyan and yellow shaded regions, respectively. We show the helical magnetic
structures of both CMEs (curved black arrow, B Helical

CME ) evolved by the sheaths magnetic field lines shown
BSlow

Sh (orange lines) and BFast
Sh (green lines) lines and the magnetic field lines of the SW BSlow

SW (purple
lines) and fast SW BFast

SW (pink lines). We indicate the KHI region by dashed black line rectangle together

with the shear flow, k̂, on CME flanks. The solid black point represents the Sun. In our calculation we
assume the solar rotation in ẑ direction. Source: Páez et al. (2017).
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The numerical densities (nSW) of the slow and fast SW were obtained using the conser-

vation mass flux law according with the SW velocities, Equation (4.3),

nSW(r) VSW(r) r2 = constante. (4.4)

We take the electronic density values from Abbo et al. (2010) for the slow SW, 2.2 ×

105 cm−3 at 3.5 R�, in the boundary of the streamer belt (hereafter SB). For the edge

of a coronal hole (hereafter CH) we assume 1.5 × 105 cm−3 at 2.2 R� (see Figure 4.2 (a)

and (b)).

The SW magnetic field profile is obtained from the conservation flux law assuming

radial magnetic field lines,

BSW(r) =
BSW(r0)

r2
. (4.5)

At the solar surface we use for the slow SW BSW(r0) = 2.2 G (e.g., Mann et al., 2003), and

6.0 G for the fast SW (Manchester et al., 2004) (see Figure 4.2 (a) and (b)). Figure 4.3

compares the magnetic field profile obtained with Equation (5), BSlow
SW (r) (left side) and

BFast
SW (r) (right side) with: (i) magnetic field profile proposed by Dulk and McLean (1978),

B(r) = 0.5 (r − 1)−1.5 G, for the r ≤ 10 R�; (ii) the profile proposed by Patzold et al.

(1987) B(r) = 6 r−3 + 1.18 r−2 G between the heliocentric distances of 2 R� ≤ r ≤ 15 R�;

and finally (iii) with the Gopalswamy and Yashiro (2011) (G & Y 2011), B(r) = 0.409 r−1.3

G, for the interval 6 to 23 R�. We can see from Figure 4.3 that our slow SW magnetic

field profile is in agreement with previous magnetic field models. Gopalswamy and Yashiro

(2011) is the most profile-like to our fast SW magnetic profile. The disagreement between

both, is due to the fact that Gopalswamy and Yashiro (2011) constructed the profile using

a SW velocity model with terminal velocity of ∼ 400 km s−1 (Sheeley et al., 1997).

In our calculation, we assume an error of ±30% on velocity, density and magnetic field

strength of the SWs. In section 4.2 we consider results with the error propagation from

SW model (subsection 4.1.1).

4.1.2 Coronal mass ejection model

We analyze CMEs propagating in the slow and fast SW background. The interest is to

construct different environments in order to identify the constraints for the KHI formation

between 4 and 30 R�. We analyze two ejecta CME 1 and CME 2, these CMEs have the
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Figure 4.2: The panels show the SWs velocity, Equation (4.3) (km s−1, solid blue line), SWs density
Equation (4.4) (cm−3, dashed green line) with the SWs magnetic field strength Equation (4.5) (G, dotted
red line) of the slow (a) and fast (b) SW. The shadow cyan and yellow in background are intentional to
empathize the sheath color of Figure 4.1. The axis show the color plot feature associated. Source: Páez
et al. (2017).
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Figure 4.3: Comparative panels for the slow in (a), BSlow
SW , Equation (blue continous line) and fast in (b),

BFast
SW (red continous line) SW (Equation (4.5)) and magnetic fields models. In orange Dulk and McLean

(1978) profile. In green Patzold et al. (1987). In pink Gopalswamy and Yashiro (2011) profile (G & Y
2011). Source: Páez et al. (2017).
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morphology like cone angle between opposing flanks, and structured in core, cavity and

frontal loop (Illing and Hundhausen, 1985). The dynamic of the CMEs is assumed in the

propagation phase, where the ejectas present a constant velocity and residual deceleration

imposed by the drag force from the SW background.

The CME 1 is assumed propagating into slow SW in the SB region with a velocity

1000 km s−1 with residual acceleration of −4 m s−2. In contrast, the CME 2 is established

in an anemone active region (hereafter AR) (in the latitudes φ ∼ 40◦) evolved by fast

SW in a CH within an AR (e.g. Lugaz et al., 2011; Asai et al., 2009; Liu, 2007; Liu and

Hayashi, 2006). For CME 2 is adopted a propagation velocity of 1200 km s−1 and a residual

acceleration of −2 m s−2. The CH fictitious force on CME 2 (e.g. Cremades et al., 2006;

Gopalswamy et al., 2009), and the effects of anemone AR on CME 2 evolution (e.g. Lugaz

et al., 2011) are neglected. Figure 4.4 show the CME 1 (solid blue line) and CME 2 (solid

red line) and shock 1 (dashed blue line) and shock 2 (dashed red line) velocities in the outer

corona. The shock velocities are modeled in subsection 4.1.3. The limits of our interval

are indicated by the vertical black lines at 4 R� and 30 R�. The color shadows are related

to sheath structure colors in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: The figure shows the CME 1 velocity profile (VCME 1, solid blue line) and sheath 1 (VSh 1,
dashed blue line), together with the CME 2 velocity (VCME 2, solid red line) and sheath 2 (VSh 2, dashed
red line) in the outer corona between 4 to 30 R� (solid black vertical lines). The shadows color are related
to sheath structure colors in Figure 4.1. The cyan and yellow regions between solid and dashed blue and
red lines represent the amplitude of the shear flow function, S(r), Equation (4.15) for CME 1 and CME
2 cases, respectively. Source: Páez et al. (2017).
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In order to solve the condition (4.2) for the KHI formation at the CME–Sh interface (in

Equation (4.2) subcripts 1 and 2, respectively), we consider the CMEs densities lower that

the sheath structures densities, i.e., nCME < nSh. With this, we avoid the susceptibility of

our calculations to an unique CME density value. Our calculation is adapted for finding the

CMEs magnetic fields strengths appropriated for the KHI formation with the propose of

inquiring the reverse problem: calculate the CME magnetic fields from KHI observations.

Thus, we do not model the CMEs magnetic field strengths, but we consider the CME

helical magnetic field structure (Dere et al., 1999). In subsection 4.2.1 we modify our

method in order to find the constraint for KHI formation. We propose as KHI regions the

CME flanks (see Figure 4.1). These regions have been chosen because the magnetic field

lines may be stretched by CME propagation i.e., the magnetic tension may be lower than

in the curved magnetic field lines that evolve in the CME nose. Furthermore, these zones

are chosen in the same way in the observational samples of Foullon et al. (2011).

4.1.3 Shock and sheath structures

To model the CMEs, we assume the formation of a parallel coronal shock in the low

corona < 2 R� imposing that the ejecta velocities be faster than the magnetosonic back-

ground speed (e.g., Raymond et al., 2000; Mancuso et al., 2002). We take into account

that the sheath structure becomes less dense and weaker with the increase of heliocentric

distance. For this reason, we adopt a function for the sheath compression layer as the ratio

between the downward and upward densities (X = ρdw/ρup) shown in Figure 4.1 panels

(a) and (b). Bemporad and Mancuso (2011) and Bemporad et al. (2014) calculate the lati-

tudinal plasma density compression ratio, X, in the event of the 1999 June 11 observed in

C2 and C3 coronagraphs of LASCO. The authors reveal that the nose shock become from

supercritical (X ≈ 3.0) to subcritical (X ≈ 1.5) from ∼2.5 R� to ∼5.0 R�, respectively.

However, they affirm that the CMEs flanks are subcritical (X ≈ 1.5) in this interval. Here

we propose a linear function for the compression ratio, X. We suggest that X decreases

from 1.3 to 1.1 and 1.5 to 1.1 for the CME 1 and CME 2, respectively. The compression li-

near functions, XCME(r), for the CME 1 and CME 2 are given in Equations (4.6) and (4.7),

XCME 1(r) = −0.007 r + 1.328, (4.6)
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and

XCME 2(r) = −0.015 r + 1.56. (4.7)

So the sheath structures densities are respectively,

nSh 1(r) = XCME 1(r) n
Slow

SW (r), (4.8)

and

nSh 2(r) = XCME 2(r) n
Fast

SW (r), (4.9)

where the slow and fast SW density, nSW, correspond to the Equation (4.4).

In contrast to the asymmetrical velocities in the CME nose and CME flanks calculated

in Bemporad et al. (2014), we assume that the sheath structure propagates with only

latitudinal shock velocity. We propose that the shock velocities are slightly larger than

CMEs velocities, but the shock accelerations are moderately lower than CME accelerations.

For the shocks of the CME 1 and CME 2 we assume velocities of 1120 km s−1 and 1300

km s−1 and shock decelerations of −2 m s−2 and −1 m s−2, respectively. Figure 4.4 shows

the shock 1 (dashed blue line) and shock 2 (dashed red line) velocities in km s−1 between

4 to 30 R�, indicated in the plot by vertical black lines.

4.2 KHI formation in boundary layers

We analyze the KHI formation on the CME flanks of two ejecta propagating in the

slow and fast SW. Our hypothesis considers that in these CME regions the magnetic field

tension is less than in the nose of the CME region. Here, we assume axial symmetry in

both CMEs. Figure 4.5 shows the general situation of the KHI regions. In panel (a) the

CME, sheath, and SW plasmas are shown by gray shadows together with the CME–Sh

(green shadow) and Sh–SW (orange shadow) interfaces. We show the helical magnetic field

structure of the CME,B Helical
CME , by black arrow among the symbols

⊙
and

⊗
, that represent

the magnetic field polarities outward and inward, respectively. The sheaths (blue arrow,

BSh) and SW (green arrow, BSW) magnetic field lines are aligned with the interfaces and

shear flow, k̂. In panel (b) we amplify the structure of CME–Sh interface. We decompose

the B Helical
CME in its poloidal (BPol

CME, red arrow) and toroidal (BTor
CME, blue arrow) components.

Panel (c) shows the interface Sh–SW, than is less complex that the CME–Sh interface
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Figure 4.5: The schematic magnetic configuration of the KHI regions on the CME flanks. The panel
(a) generalize the CME, sheath and SW plasmas by gray shadows and indicate the interfaces CME–Sh

(green shadow), Sh–SW (orange shadow), and the shear flow, k̂ (dashed black arrows). We show the CME
helical magnetic field B Helical

CME by black arrow among the symbols
⊙

and
⊗

that represent the magnetic
field polarities outward and inward, respectively. The sheaths (BSh) and SW (BSW) magnetic field lines
by blue and green arrows, respectively. In panel (b) we amplify the structure of interface CME–Sh. We
decompose the B Helical

CME in its poloidal (BPol
CME, red arrow) and toroidal (BTor

CME, brown arrow) components.
We simplify our calculation of these components by assuming θ angle for the stretch caused by propagation
and expansion of the CME on the helical structure. We assume that BTor

CME affect the KHI formation while
the BPol

CME not (Chandrasekhar, 1961). The panel (c) shows the interface Sh–SW. The structure of this
boundary is less complex to CME–Sh interface due to the sheath structure is formatted by compression
of the SW magnetic field lines. Source: Páez et al. (2017).
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due to the sheath structure which is formatted by compression of the SW magnetic field

lines. In this section, we adapt SW, CME and sheath modeling of section 4.1 in the KHI

condition, Equation (4.2), in order to find constraints for KHI formation at the CME–Sh

and Sh–SW interfaces for the two CME cases.

4.2.1 Interface between CME and its sheath structure

The density ratio in Equation (4.2) is simplified by assuming that the CME density

(nCME) is lower than the sheath density (nSh). In our calculation, we adopt that nCME <

nSh . 2nCME, due to plasma accumulating in the sheaths due to propagation and expansion

of the CMEs. Thus, the ratio density can be written as,

nCME + nSh

mp nCME nSh

.
3

mp nSh

. (4.10)

With this approximation, the calculation becomes independent of the CME density, nCME.

We consider that BCME � BSh and so Equation (4.2) is independent of BSh,

[
k̂ · (VCME − VSh)

]2
>

3

mp nSh

(k̂ ·BCME)2. (4.11)

In order to solve the Equation (4.11), we analyze the term k̂ ·BCME through the poloidal,

BPol
CME, and toroidal, BTor

CME components of BCME,

k̂ ·B Helical

CME = k̂ ·BPol

CME + k̂ ·BTor

CME. (4.12)

In Figure 4.5 (b) we show that BPol
CME is perpendicular to shear flow, k̂, so this component

does not affect the KHI formation (Chandrasekhar, 1961). The BTor
CME is parallel to k̂, as a

consequence, can influence the instability formation. We simplify the calculation of com-

ponents BPol
CME and BTor

CME using the angle, θ, between the helical (black arrow) and poloidal

(red arrow) magnetic field (see Figure 4.5). We interpret this angle like a measurement of

the “stretch” on the helical magnetic field structure due to the propagation and expansion

of the CME. We suggest that stronger stretch on the helical magnetic field may unbalance

the magnetic components for larger values of θ. As first approximation, we use θ = 30◦,
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proposing a possible equipartition between the poloidal and toroidal components,

k̂ ·BCME = k̂ ·BTor

CME = sin θ BCME =
1

2
BCME. (4.13)

Using the Equation (4.13), the Equation (4.11) can be written as,

k̂ ·
(
VCME − VSh

)2
>

3B2
CME

4mp nSh(r)
. (4.14)

Assuming the velocities VCME and VSh parallel to the k̂, we define the left-side of Equa-

tion (4.14) as a shear function S(r),

S(r) =
∣∣∣VCME(r)− VSh(r)

∣∣∣. (4.15)

The S(r) function represents the shear flow between the CME and its sheath structure.

Figure 4.4 shows the amplitude of the shear flow function, S(r), corresponding to the cyan

and yellow regions between solid and dashed blue and red lines for the CME 1 and CME

2 cases, respectively.

From Equation (4.14) we calculate the CME magnetic field appropriate for the KHI,

BKH
CME(r),

BKH

CME(r) <

√
4mp nSh(r)

3
S(r), (4.16)

with Equation (4.16), and it is possible to find the interval of the magnetic field strengths

that allows the KHI formation between 4 and 30 R�. In subsection 4.1.1 of the SW

model we assume the ±30% of error in velocity, density and magnetic field strength of the

SWs. For the BKH
CME(r), Equation (4.16), we assume an error of ±34% due to the error

propagation.

Figure 4.6 shows the results of the KHI formation in the CME–Sh and Sh–SW interfa-

ces. The CME 1 and CME 2 results are arranged in the left and right column, respectively.

The superior panels show the KHI constraint at the CME–Sh interface and the inferior

panels are linked to KHI constraints at the Sh–SW interface modeled in the next sub-

section 4.2.2. The results for both CME cases are summarized in Table 4.1. The panels

(a) and (b) show the CME magnetic field strength appropriated for the KHI formation,

Equation (4.16) (BKH
CME, solid red line), the logarithm of the shear flow function S(r), Equa-
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tion (4.15) (logS(r), dashed black line). The cyan and yellow shadow in the plots represent

the colors assumed in Figure 4.1 for the sheaths structures.

We find different results at CME–Sh interface for the two CMEs cases. Our results

illustrate a notable decrease of the BKH
CME(r) due to the falling of the sheath density function

consequence of the SW density (i.e., nSh(r) ∝ nSW(r)). The S(r) and logS(r) increasing by

deceleration of the CME in the SW, see Figure 4.4. The differences of the BKH
CME(r) values

for both CMEs cases, i.e., BKH
CME 1(r) > BKH

CME 2(r), are consequence of the SW densities

because the shear values are similar (see Table 4.1). The set values BKH
CME 1(r) are two times

larger than BKH
CME 2(r). Due to reason we suppose that for the conditions assumed in this

paper the CME 1 environment is more addequated for the KHI formation than the CME

2 environment. From the results, we conclude that the region close to & 4 R� is more

probable for KHI existence due to larger BKH
CME values comparative to others distances i.e.,

& 20 R�. With this, Figure 4.6 represent the quantitative KHI constraints that evidenced

the susceptibility of the CME–Sh boundary layer to the KHI formation.

4.2.2 Interface between the sheath and solar wind

Using the same methodology as in subsection 4.2.1, we model the Sh–SW interface.

Through the Equations (4.8) and (4.9), we can rewrite the term, nSW + nSh, equivalent to

(1 +XCME) nSW. Thus, the densities ratio in (4.2) is simplified to,

nSW + nSh

mp nSW nSh

≈ (1 +XCME)

mp nSh

. (4.17)

Assuming the magnetic fields (BSh, BSW) and velocities (VSh, VSW) of the sheaths and

SWs along the shear flow, k̂, we rewritten Equation 4.1 as,

(VSh − VSW)2 >
(1 +XCME)

mp nSh

(B2
Sh +B2

SW). (4.18)

For Equation 4.18 we approximate the sheaths magnetic field strength like BSh < 2BSW,

B2
Sh +B2

SW . 5B2
SW. (4.19)

Inserting the Equations (4.17) and (4.19) into Equation (4.18) we calculate the final con-
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Figure 4.6: Plots for the KHI formation constraints.The panels (a) and (b) show the CME magnetic field,
BKH

CME, (Equation (4.16), solid red line) necessary for the KHI formation and the logarithm of the shear
flow, S(r), (Equation (4.15), dashed black line) for the interfaces CME 1–Sh and CME 2–Sh, respectively.
The values below the BKH

CME curve are the appropriate for KHI formation. The panels (c) and (d) show the
SW magnetic field strength, BSW, (Equation (4.5), dotted blue line), SW magnetic field strength for the
KHI formation, BKH

SW, (Equation (4.22), solid red line) and the shear flow, ξ(r) (Equation (4.21), dashed
black line). The values below the BKH

SW curve are linked with KHI formation. The blue shadow along the
BSW represent the error of ±30% assumed in the SW model, while the red shadow along of BKH

CME and
BKH

SW represent the error propagation of ±34%. The cyan and yellow shadow represent the colors assumed
in Figure 4.1 for the sheaths structure. We find CME and slow SW magnetic field values less than 7.9±2.7
mG and 16.8±5.7 mG, respectively, may allow the KHI in slow SW environment. While CME and fast
SW magnetic field values less than 3.0±1.0 and 7.0±2.4 mG, respectively, allow the instability in fast SW
environment. These results are summarized in Table 4.1. Our calculation show that KHI magnetic field
strength of Sh–SW interfaces are larger than CME–Sh interfaces for both CMEs cases, in this way we
comment that Sh–SW interface will be susceptible to the KHI formation. Source: Páez et al. (2017).
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dition for the KHI formation at the Sh–SW interface,

(VSh − VSW)2 >
5 (1 +XCME)

mp nSh

B2
SW. (4.20)

From the left-hand side of the Equation (4.20) we define the velocity shear function

ξ(r),

ξ(r) =
∣∣∣VSh(r)− VSW(r)

∣∣∣. (4.21)

The SW magnetic field strength appropriate for the KHI formation is calculated from,

BKH

SW(r) <

√
mp nSh(r)

5 (1 +XCME)
ξ(r). (4.22)

In similar way to the BKH
CME(r), Equation (4.16), from the error assumed in the model of the

SWs, i.e., ±30% (subsection 4.1.1), we assume an error propagation of ±34% in BKH
SW(r),

Equation 4.22.

Table 4.1 - Results from Figure 4.6 for the CME 1 and CME 2 cases for 4 and 30 R� at the CME–Sh and
Sh–SW interfaces. Shear function S (km s−1), the CME magnetic field strengths for the KHI existence
BKH

CME (mG), the shear function ξ (km s−1) and the SW magnetic field strengths for the KHI existence
BKH

SW (mG).

Interface CME–Sh Interface Sh-SW
r (R�) S (km s−1) BKH

CME (mG) ξ (km s−1) BKH
SW (mG)

CME 1
4.0 120.0 7.9±2.7 1006.4 16.8±5.7
30.0 162.4 0.7±0.2 695.0 0.8±0.3

CME 2
4.0 100.0 3.0±1.0 957.9 7.0±2.4
30.0 116.5 0.3±0.1 586.4 0.4±0.1

Figures 4.6 (c) and (d) show the SW magnetic field strength, BSW(r), (Equation (4.5),

dotted blue line), the SW magnetic field strength appropriated for the KHI formation,

BKH
SW(r), (Equation (4.22), solid red line), and the logarithm of the shear flow, log ξ(r),

(Equation (4.21), dashed black line). The magnetic field strength less than BKH
SW(r) allow

the KHI formation. In a similar way to the Figures 4.6 (a) and (b), the BKH
SW(r) decrease by

effect of the SW density, nSW, in the heliocentric distance, r. The shear functions in Sh–SW

interface, ξ(r) and log ξ(r), are larger than the shear function in CME–Sh interface, S(r)

and logS(r) and decrease in consequence of the shock deceleration the SWs, see Figure 4.4.
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The values of the BKH
SW of the slow SW are approximately two times larger than BKH

SW of

the fast SW. The results show that BKH
SW(r) < BSW(r), but assuming the error propagation

(±34%, red shadow) we suppose that the region appropriated for the KHI formation will

be at larger distances i.e., & 20 R�, contrary to the CME–Sh interface. The panel (c)

show larger BKH
SW than panel (d), in this way we consider the Sh–SW interface of the CME

1 more susceptible to the KHI formation than Sh–SW interface of the CME 2.

Our calculation is focused on quantitative requirements in order to understand if the

interfaces are predisposed to the KHI formation. The results in Figure 4.6 indicate that

CME 1 interfaces are more convenient for the KHI formation than the CME 2 interfaces,

due to denser slow SW and the amplitude of the shear flows. In order to optimize both

CMEs environments for the KHI formation we can increase the shear flow at the interfaces

(i.e., analyze faster CMEs), or increase the density in the sheath structures (Zhelyazkov

et al., 2015). These two options may be linked because the environments of faster CMEs can

originate stronger shocks and consequently denser sheaths structures. In a complementary

way, from Magdalenić et al. (2010), we indicate that the flare energy released associated

to a CME may originate sheath denser structures, increasing the possibilities of the KHI

formation. We find that the best CME environment according to the KHI formation consist

in a faster CME with a flare associated that propagate into slow SW. These are exactly

the CME features of CME that occurred on 2010 November 3 analyzed in Foullon et al.

(2011), where was evidenced the KHI formation.

4.3 Discussion and conclusions

Previous works have shown KHI observations in low corona distances (e.g., Foullon

et al., 2011; Ofman and Thompson, 2011; Möstl et al., 2013) in different CME events. In

contrast, this paper shows the first discussion of KHI existence in the outer solar corona.

Our work is focused on analyzing the boundary layers CME–Sh and Sh–SW between 4 to

30 R�, for two different CME cases. The interest in this interval is justified considering

that the plasma magnetic field strengths decrease while the plasma velocities increase and

this combination may optimize the CME environments for the KHI development.

Here, we define two CME-driven shock environments. In the first one, the CME pro-

pagates in the slow SW, and the second one, the CME propagates in the fast SW. The
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velocities, densities, and magnetic field strengths of the CMEs, the sheaths and the SWs

were modeled in order to solve the condition for the KHI existence proposed by Chandra-

sekhar (1961). For both CMEs and shock propagation is imposed a residual deceleration

by drag force of the SW background. The geometrical disposition at the interfaces was sim-

plified by assuming a parallel shock, and some variables that can affect the KHI existence

e.g., compressibility and viscosity, were neglected. In this way, it is shown the most favo-

rable ambient for the KHI development in order to understand a broadest set of the KHI

constraints. In this work at the CME–Sh interface, we only consider the harmonics with

wave vector parallel to the flow. These harmonics are stabilized by flow-aligned magnetic

field. However, the harmonics that have wavenumbers perpendicular to the flow still could

be unstable to KHI when there is small transverse component of magnetic field (Singh and

Talwar, 1994; Zaqarashvili et al., 2010, 2014, 2015).

The functions BKH
CME(r), Equation (4.16), and BKH

SW(r), Equation (4.22), represent the

maximum magnetic field intervals that allow the KHI formation at the CME–Sh and

Sh–SW interfaces. The values here are equal and lower quantitative constraints for the KHI

formation. We find that CME 1 and slow SW magnetic fields values lower than 7.9±2.7 mG

(10−3 G) and 16.8±5.7 mG, respectively, may allow the instability formation. For the CME

2 and fast SW magnetic field values lower than 3.0±1.0 mG and 7.0±2.4 mG, respectively,

are susceptible to the KHI existence (see Figure 4.6, Table 4.1). The calculations show

that CME 1 environment is more susceptible to the KHI formation because the BKH
CME and

BKH
SW are larger than the respective magnetic fields strengths in the CME 2 environment.

We explain this fact by the different values of the SWs densities (i.e., nSlow
SW (r) > nFast

SW (r))

and values of the shear functions (i.e., SCME 1(r) > SCME 2(r) and ξCME 1(r) > ξCME 2(r))

shown by cyan and yellow shadow regions in Figure 4.4. We consider ±30% of error on

the SW model due to the variable behavior of the SWs, this drives an error propagation

in our results of ±34%. We consider that for both CMEs cases the Sh–SW interface is

more susceptible to the KHI formation due to larger magnetic field strength that allows

the instability formation, in addition to the magnetic structure less complex than in the

CME–Sh interfaces. Figure 4.6 shows that the slow Sh–SW interface close to the 26 R�

has the quantitative constraints for the KHI formation, but the fast SW interface does not.

From our results, we can affirm that Sh–SW interface of the CME 1 case may be the best

environment for KHI formation. So, our hypothesis shows that the best CME conditions
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for the KHI formation are faster CMEs propagating in the solar equator region, features

that are shown on the CME occurred on 2010 November 3 and analyzed in Foullon et al.

(2011). We have some limitations to our model that are imposed by the complexity of

the helical magnetic field structure of the CMEs. We consider the toroidal and poloidal

components, by this, we find that the CME stretch may be a relevant parameter of the

environment that may define the KHI formation in addition to the previous constraints

like the ratio density checked by Zhelyazkov et al. (2015).

We emphasize that a flare associated to the CME release energy contributes to the

formation of a denser sheath structure (e.g., Magdalenić et al., 2010). The Equations (4.16)

and (4.22) express that increases in the density sheath, nSh, amplify the threshold of the

conditions for the KHI existence, i.e., BKH
CME ∝ nSh. We conclude that a flare is a qualitative

constraint of the CME environment appropriate for the KHI formation. On the other hand,

under results of Magdalenić et al. (2010), may be possible to find the KHI formation in slow

CMEs (<500 km s−1) due to energy liberation of associated flares. Finally, we indicate the

results as sample of the predisposition of the CMEs environments to the instability. We

interpret our calculations as forecast of the CME magnetic field measurements from KHI

observations and vice versa.

We discuss two relevant points of the KHI phenomenon in CME-events and use the

KHI observations as a tool to estimate the CME magnetic field strength. The seldom

observations of the KHI may indicate two limitations associated with the KHI formation

and evolution. The first may question whether the system (CME, sheath, shock, and

SW) is predisposed to the KHI. The second is linked to the question if KHI evolution in

CME-events may be result of the technological limitations of the instruments on board

of the current solar spacecrafts. Our work shows the predisposition of the system to the

KHI existence in outer solar corona distances. Our results show that KHI may be more

frequent in the CMEs environments than the events registered. On this point, the features

of the KHI evolution may be imperceptible, i.e., smaller vortice sizes or wavelength or

growth-rate, these features may do not allow the instability to be monitored. In this

way, we consider that new generation of spacecraft i.e., Parker Solar Probe, Solar Orbiter

and Solar Sentinels may overcome these limitations and detect more frequently the KHI

evolution in the outer corona distances. Finally, we think that our work can be interpreted

like the first discussion on KHI formation in new solar corona environment, unlike the
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discussions in previous works. We show that KHI may exist, that way, our work is the

departure point for new studies on KHI formation and CME magnetic field strength.



Part II:

SEPs and self-turbulence regions

in corrugated CME-driven shocks
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Chapter 5

SEPs and self-tubulence regions

in corrugated CME-driven shocks

The study of the solar energetic particles (SEPs) is an essential element of research in

heliospheric science. We present a study where are analyzed the distributions of the regions

of the particle acceleration and turbulence in the shock front with wave-like features, here

called corrugated shocks. For this reason, we assume disturbances from medium and

CMEs on the shock waves. We consider that accepting these features on shocks may be

a start point for investigating some issues in the sheath and shock, as downstream-jets,

instabilities, shock thermalization, shock stability, and injection particle process. In this

Chapter, we present our manuscript titled “SEPs and self-generated turbulence regions in

corrugated CME-driven shocks”, submitted to The Astrophysical Journal on 2018 May 19

and currently under revision. This study was constructed in collaboration with Professor

Dr. Diego Falceta-Gonçalves and Professor Dr. Merav Opher (Páez et al., 2018).
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ABSTRACT10

The study of the solar energetic particles (SEPs) is an essential element of research in the heliospheric11

science. Here, we explore the distributions of particle acceleration and self-generated turbulence12

regions around coronal mass ejections (CMEs)-driven shocks with corrugated wave-like features. We13

adopt these attributes on shocks formed from disturbances due to the bimodal solar wind, CME14

deflection, irregular CME expansion, and the ubiquitous fluctuations in the solar corona. In order to15

understand the role of a wavy shock in SEPs and turbulence phenomena, we define three different16

smooth shocks morphology each one associated with a fast CME. Using polar Gaussian profiles we17

study these shocks in the low corona. We establish the corrugated appearance on smooth shock18

by using combinations of wave-like functions that represent the disturbances of medium and CME19

piston. For both shock types, we calculate the shock normal angles between the shock normal and the20

radial upstream coronal magnetic field in order to classify the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular21

regions linked to the SEPs and turbulence regions, respectively. Our results show that corrugated22

shocks present a predisposition to the SEPs phenomenon. We suggest that disturbances due to CME23

irregular expansion may be a decisive factor in SEPs origin. Finally, we regard that accepting these24

features on shocks may be the start point for investigating some questions in the sheath and shock, like25

downstream-jets, instabilities, shock thermalization, shock stability, and injection particle process.26

Keywords: shock waves - plasmas - Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs)- Sun: particle emission - Sun:27

magnetic fields - turbulence28

1. INTRODUCTION29

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are the strongest phe-30

nomena in solar surface that reconfigure notably the31

global coronal magnetic field (e.g., Low 2001; Liu et al.32

2009). In the low corona distances the magnetic field33

is affected by the early stages of CME evolution i.e.,34

initiation and acceleration phases (e.g., Zhang & Dere35

2006 and references therein). The super-Alfvénic CMEs36

(> 800 km s−1) originate a coronal shock wave in dis-37

tances of ∼ 1.5R⊙ (e.g., Ma et al. 2011; Zucca et al.38

2014; Gopalswamy et al. 2016), evidenced through the39

radio Type II burst (Wild & McCready 1950; Uchida40

1960), and Moreton waves (Moreton 1960; Moreton &41

Ramsey 1960). Together with the shock wave, the sheath42

structure is established by accumulating coronal plasma43

by the CME compression on medium. The shock and44

sheath generate conditions appropriated for particle ac-45

celeration (e.g., Zank et al. 2000; Manchester et al. 2005;46

Kozarev et al. 2013). In the shock wave, the particles47

are accelerated by first-order Fermi mechanism or diffuse48

shock acceleration (e.g., Bell 1978a,b; Blandford & Os-49

triker 1978). This type of particles are known as gradual50

solar energetic particles (electrons, protons, ions, here-51

after SEPs, Reames 1999, 2013).52

Some CMEs exhibit the shock signatures in the CME53

flanks or in the CME nose regions (e.g., Ontiveros &54

Vourlidas 2009), consequently some events show the ori-55

gin of SEPs in shock flanks (e.g., Kahler 2016), or in at56

shock nose (e.g., Reames et al. 1997; Reames 1999). In57

large SEPs events, fastest CMEs (∼ 2000 km s−1) associ-58

ated with the Ground Level Enhancement (GLE) events,59

the particle acceleration can occur from ∼ 2.0 to ∼ 4.0R⊙,60

with average in ∼ 3.0R⊙ (e.g., Reames 2009; Gopal-61

swamy et al. 2012). The SEPs are accelerated in the62

shock supercritical regions. In these regions the down-63

stream Alfvénic Mach number, MA, is larger than the64

critical Mach number, M crt
A , which the flows and sound65

velocities are equivalent (e.g., Edmiston & Kennel 1984).66

According to the shock normal angle, θBn, between the67

shock normal and the upstream magnetic field, the su-68

percritical shock can be manifested by two phases: the69

quasi-parallel (0 ≤ θBn ≤ π/4) and quasi- perpendicular70

(π/4 ≤ θBn ≤ π/2) (Balogh & Treumann 2013 page 28).71

Recently, Bemporad & Mancuso (2011) and Bemporad72

et al. (2014) analyzed the CME-driven shock occurred73

in 1999 June 11, that showed supercritical and subcriti-74

cal conditions in the shocks nose and flank, respectively,75

at distances of ∼ 2.6R⊙. The authors affirm that their76

results are important to locate the zones of particle ac-77

celeration. On the other hand, others explore the ubiqui-78

tous properties of CMEs and the solar corona that may79

influence the SEPs origin. Schwadron et al. (2015) ana-80

lyze the role of expansion and acceleration of a CME on81

particle acceleration. The authors suggest the existence82

of a rigidity regime and shocks compression ratio appro-83

priated for SEPs origin. Petukhova et al. (2017) explore84

the dependence of the particle spectra with the initial85

CME radius. Kong et al. (2017) show that shocks can86

accelerate particles more efficiently when propagating in87
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5.1 Methodology

Recently, some works evidenced the importance of taking in account realistic properties

of the solar corona and the CMEs in the origin and transport of the SEPs as bimodal SW

(Manchester et al., 2005), supercritical regions (Bemporad and Mancuso, 2011), expansion

and acceleration of the CMEs (Schwadron et al., 2015), particle spectra dependence with

the CME radius (Petukhova et al., 2017), among others. In a similar way, we propose an

analysis of the predisposition of the wavy or corrugated shocks to the SEPs and turbulence

phenomena. These shocks maintain wave-like features due to the disturbances from the

solar corona, SW, CME piston. Susino et al. (2015) show the CME-driven shock of 2011

June 7 between heliocentric distances from 2 to 12 R� and angular width of 110◦ by images

of coronagraphs C2 and C3 of LASCO/SOHO. The authors show the shock front location

with the irregular shock shape features, see Figure 5 in Susino et al. (2015). Similar

irregular shock front also are observed in the CME-driven shock that occurred on at 1999

June 11 Bemporad and Mancuso (2011), Bemporad and Mancuso (2013), and Bemporad

et al. (2014).

In order to understand the relevance of the corrugated shocks, we compare two shock

morphology types: smooth and corrugated shocks. Our methodology is structured in two

steps. First, in subsection 5.1.1, we model the smooth shocks. Second, in subsection 5.1.2,

we impose fluctuations on smooth shock, assuming ubiquitous disturbances from medium

on the shock wave. Figure 5.1 shows the side view configurations of the six CME-driven

shocks analyzed in this paper. We consider three CMEs: CME 1, CME 2, and CME 3 and

their shocks waves in different latitudinal locations (green, blue, and orange thick lines,

these color features are used through the paper). Panels (a), (b), and (c) show the smooth

shocks. These shocks morphology have similar features to the events of 1999 September

11 (here assumed in the equator region), 1997 November 6, and 1998 June 4 analyzed

in Ontiveros and Vourlidas (2009). For these CMEs, we consider velocities larger than

1000 km s−1, and cone-like structure core, cavity and frontal loop (Illing and Hundhausen,

1985). The CME-pause and coronal magnetic field lines (MFL) are indicated by red and

black thin lines, respectively. In all cases, the sheath structure (yellow shadow) is assumed

and the CME magnetic reconnection is neglected. Panels (d), (e), and (f) illustrate our

propose of corrugated CME pistons and shocks. For the six cases, we analyze the shock
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width in order to provide a general diagnostic. But particularly, we adopt the supercritical

shocks conditions at the convex regions (rounded) indicated by the green, blue, and orange

transverse lines (e.g., Bemporad and Mancuso, 2011; Bemporad et al., 2014).

5.1.1 Coronal smooth shocks model

We model the smooth shock surface by polar Gaussian plots, Sm(φ), as function of

latitude coordinate, φ (e.g., Wood and Howard, 2009; Wood et al., 2010, 2011). The

subscript m with values m = 1, 2, 3 identify the shock morphology associated to each

CME, see Figure 5.1. The shocks location is adjusted close to ∼ 3.0 R� according to the

coronal distances of shock formation at ∼ 1.5 R� (e.g., Ma et al., 2011; Zucca et al., 2014;

Gopalswamy et al., 2016), SEPs onset between ∼ 2.0 to ∼ 4.0 R� (e.g., Reames, 2009;

Gopalswamy et al., 2012), and supercritical shock detections ∼ 2.5 R� (e.g., Bemporad

and Mancuso, 2011; Bemporad et al., 2014).

We construct the shocks shape, Sm(φ), from an initial parabolic-like shape profile,

h(φ) = exp

(
− φ2

2

)
. (5.1)

From CMEs observation is possible to consider that these parabolic-like shape can be more

realistic than circular profiles due to the nonuniform ejecta driver. Close to the SEPs onset,

we define the first shock surface, S1(φ) as multiple of h(φ),

S1(φ) = 2.8h(φ). (5.2)

This shock is the simplest CME-driven shock morphology. We assume S1(φ) in order to

represent the CME event of 1999 September 11 studied in Ontiveros and Vourlidas (2009)

(here consider in the equator region).

The shocks S2(φ) and S3(φ), Figure 5.1(b) and (c), keep a more complex morphology

than the S1(φ). In order to establish these shocks, we use an auxiliary function structured

as the sum of polar Gaussian functions,

pm(φ) =

9∑
i=−9

ai exp

[
− bi

(
φ− i π

20

)2]
. (5.3)
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Figure 5.1: Schematic view of a meridional view of CME 1, CME 2, and CME 3 and their shocks. We
show three different CMEs structures: core; cavity; and frontal loop (Illing and Hundhausen, 1985). For
all situations we considered a sheath structure (yellow shadow) formed behind the shocks. The CME-
pause and coronal magnetic field lines (MFL) are indicated by the red and black thin lines, respectively.
Panels (a), (b), and (c) indicate the smooth shocks. For the three CME cases, the shock signatures (green,
blue, and orange thick lines) are assumed in different latitude locations. The shock morphology preserve
similar features to the events of 1999 September 11 (here assumed in the equator region), 1997 November
6, and 1998 June 4 studied in Ontiveros and Vourlidas (2009). Panels (d), (e), and (f) show our proposed
corrugated shocks. We assume this type of shock by imposing wave-like features from bimodal SW (e.g.,
Manchester et al., 2005), CME deflection (e.g., Kay et al., 2013, 2015), CME irregular expansions (e.g.,
Evans et al., 2011), and ubiquitous fluctuations of density and magnetic field of the solar corona (e.g.,
Warmuth and Mann, 2005; Evans et al., 2008; Zucca et al., 2014). For the six cases, we analyze throughout
the shock width in order to provide a general diagnostic. But particularly, we adopt the supercritical shocks
conditions at the convex regions (rounded) indicated by the green, blue, and orange transverse lines (e.g.,
Bemporad and Mancuso, 2011; Bemporad et al., 2014). Source: Páez et al. (2018).
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The mathematical flexibility of the pm(φ) function through its parameters of amplitude

(ai), width (bi), and locations (iπ/20), and the range positive (≥ 0) of the Gaussian profiles,

allow to generate the S2(φ) and S3(φ) in combination of h(φ) with pm(φ),

S2(φ) = 1.5h(φ) + p2(φ), (5.4)

and

S3(φ) = 2.3h(φ) + p3(φ). (5.5)

Table 5.1 shows the positive constants ai and bi. These are adjusted in order to the shocks

S2(φ) and S3(φ) to be latitudinally symmetric and mimic the shock shape of 1999 May 27,

and 1998 June 4 (Ontiveros and Vourlidas, 2009), respectively.

Figure 5.2(a) shows the profiles, h(φ) (black dashed line), and the shock functions S1(φ)

(green line), S2(φ) (blue line), and S3(φ) (orange line). Panel (b) shows the plots of the

corrugated shocks construct in subsection 5.1.2. In plots the gray shadow from 2.0 R� to

4.0 R� indicate the interval where we analyze the shocks. The green, blue, and orange

transverse lines at the shocks convex regions indicate our initials zones with supercritical

shock conditions.

5.1.2 Coronal corrugated shocks model

During the early evolution stages of the CME in the low corona, the ejecta suffers se-

veral disturbances from medium that causes non-uniform expansion and deflection of the

CME. We consider that these disturbances impose wave-like features on the CME piston.

Consequently, we assume these type of wavy features on the shock front. These pertur-

bations to the shape and velocity of the shock front are known as corrugation instability

(e.g., Gardner and Kruskal 1964 and Landau and Lifshitz 1987). Also we consider that

shock disturbances may be consequence of the CME driver evolution, and one reason could

be internal reconnection as suggested by Fermo et al. (2014).

Among factors that may affect the shock morphology in a relative large scale are the

types of SW and the CME deflection. The SW affect the CME due to the difference of

velocities between the slow and fast wind (e.g., Manchester et al., 2005; Savani et al., 2010),

as also its boundary wind (Stakhiv et al., 2015). On the other hand, the CME deflection is

consequence of the magnetic forces of tension and pressure gradient, together to the non-
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Figure 5.2: Reconstruction of the shocks shapes presented in Figure 5.1. Panel (a) shows the function
h(φ) (black dashed line) Equation (5.1), together with the smooth shocks S1(φ) (green line), S2(φ) (blue
line), and S3(φ) (orange line), Equations (5.2), (5.4), and (5.5), respectively. In panel (b) we show the
corrugated shocks C1(φ) (green line), C2(φ) (blue line) and C3(φ) (orange line), Equation (5.6). The gray
shadow between 2.0 to 4.0 R� corresponds to the region where the shock are analyzed. In this interval
we considerate the shock formation (∼ 1.5 R�, e.g., Ma et al. 2011; Zucca et al. 2014; Gopalswamy et al.
2016) and particle acceleration (∼ 3.0 R�, e.g., Reames 2009; Gopalswamy et al. 2012). For both shocks
types we classify the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular regions in order to understand the shock
predisposition for particle acceleration and turbulence in the upstream shock region. The green, blue,
and orange transverse lines at convex (rounded) regions indicate the locations where we assumed the
supercritical shock conditions (e.g., Bemporad and Mancuso, 2011; Bemporad et al., 2014). The gray
half-circle represents the Sun. Source: Páez et al. (2018).
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Figure 5.3: Corrugated function k(φ) (R�), Equation (5.7) (blue line), and its contributions k1(φ), Equa-
tion (5.8) (maroon line), k2(φ), Equation (5.9) (green line); and k3(φ), Equation (5.10) (red line) as
function of polar angle coordinate, φ. The k(φ) function is imposed on smooth shocks Sm(φ), Equati-
ons (5.2), (5.4), and (5.5), in order to construct the corrugated shock, Cm(φ), Equation (5.6). The blue
shadow indicate the amplitude of 0.3 R� and angular width ∼ π/6 rad (∼ 30◦) of the larger undulations.
Source: Páez et al. (2018).

radial drag force of the SW background allow latitudinal and longitudinal CME deflections

Kay et al. (2013, 2015). The CME deflection and rotations are established from 2.0 R�,

early CME evolution stages (Kay and Opher, 2015). Present-day works evidence that

fast CMEs are less deflected than the slow CMEs (e.g., Xie et al., 2009), and explained

the CME deflection is consistent with the strength and direction with the gradient of

magnetic energy density (e.g., Shen et al., 2011; Gui et al., 2011). Thus, the SW and

CME deflections effects on ejecta may be, large angular undulations, possibly imposed by

the decentralization of the shock with respect to the CME, or to the shock deformation

comparable to the showed in Wood et al. (2012) and Kozarev et al. (2013).

Certainly, the shock preserve the most relevant features of the ejecta piston, which

can be due to magnetic configurations and irregular CME expansions. Evans et al. (2011)

show how the CME-pause that represent the boundary in equilibrium between CME and

shocked coronal plasma can maintain an irregular shape. The authors explained it through

of two different ways. First, they affirm that may be the result of magnetic field relative

configurations among CME and the coronal and active region magnetic fields. Second,

they suggest that may be due to the deflected flows in the downstream region, similarly to

the heliosheath (e.g., Opher et al., 2007, 2009). The CMEs can be affected by their irre-

gular expansion due to the imbalance among internal magnetic and gas pressure, together
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Table 5.1 - Values of the constants ai (R�), and bi (dimensionless) of the pm(φ) function, Equation (5.3),
in order to contructed the symetric shocks 2 and 3.

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
shock 2

ai 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.0 0.7 0.3
bi 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 3.0 0.7 5.0

shock 3
ai 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
bi 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 5.0 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

to external pressures of solar corona. It may allow that some CME regions expanded more

rapidly than others by dynamical pressure effects. Besides of the previous assumptions,

the ubiquitous irregularities of the density and magnetic field in the solar corona allow fluc-

tuations in the Alfvén velocity, therefore the shock front may be modified (e.g., Warmuth

and Mann, 2005; Evans et al., 2008; Zucca et al., 2014).

In this paper we do not take into account the CMEs rotations (e.g., Lynch et al., 2009;

Yurchyshyn et al., 2009) in order of guarantee the shock coplanarity hypothesis (e.g.,

Balogh and Treumann, 2013). Also we neglected the CMEs interactions (e.g., Lugaz et al.

2017 and references therein), but we highlight that these may affect substantially the shock

fronts as well.

The nature of the CMEs, solar corona, and SW, allow that disturbances on shock to be

completely aleatory. Here, as a first approximation we model these disturbances through

wave functions. Mathematically we define the corrugated shocks, Cm(φ), imposing tenuous

undulations on smooth shocks Sm(φ) by addition of a supplementary function k(φ),

Cm(φ) = Sm(φ) + k(φ). (5.6)

The k(φ) is defined as the sum of smaller corrugated functions,

k(φ) = k1(φ) + k2(φ) + k3(φ), (5.7)
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Figure 5.4: Schematic comparison between smooth, panel (a), and corrugated shocks, panel (b). We
indicate the differences between CME piston (gray shadow), CME-pause (red line), downstream or sheath
(yellow shadow), upstream (orange shadow) of the shock (black thick arrows), and distribution of the shock
normal vectors (n̂, red arrows). For both cases we assume the coronal magnetic field lines (MFL) (black
thin arrows) turbulent disposed in the sheath region and radially in the upstream region. We classify
the quasi-parallel (Q–‖) and quasi-perpendicular (Q–⊥) regions by calculation of the shock normal angle,
θBn, between shock normal, n̂, and the radial upstream coronal magnetic field, (Bup

cor). Our results for the
smooth and corrugated shock in Figure 5.5 are illustrated by irregular distributions filamentary structures
(blue structures) in the Q–‖ usptream regions. Source: Páez et al. (2018).

where,

k1(φ) =

1∑
i=−1

0.15 exp

[
− 30

(
φ− 2 i π

9

)2]
, (5.8)

k2(φ) =

3∑
i=−3

0.1 exp

[
− 60

(
φ− i π

9

)2]
, (5.9)

and,

k3(φ) =

7∑
i=−7

0.05 exp

[
− 120

(
φ− i π

18

)2]
. (5.10)

Figure 5.3 shows the function k(φ) (blue line), k1(φ) (maroon line), k2(φ) (green line),

and the k3(φ) (red line). The k1(φ) function, Equation (5.8), is intentionally structu-

red with three wave crest, in order to assume the disturbances on shock caused by the

SW interfaces together with the fast and slow SW. With k2(φ) function, Equation (5.9),
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we represent the disturbances due to the irregular CME expansion. In k3(φ) function,

Equation (5.10), we have into account the minor disturbances in the shock induced by

fluctuations in the density, Alfvén velocity or magnetic field strength of the solar corona.

The amplitudes of the k1(φ) (∼ 15% R�), k2(φ) (∼ 10% R�), and k3(φ) (∼ 5% R�) com-

pose a corrugated function k(φ) with maximum amplitude of 30% R� and crest angular

width of the ∼ π/6 rad (∼ 30◦) indicated by the blue shadow. In Figure 5.2(b) we show

the C1(φ) (green line), C2(φ) (blue line) and C3(φ) (orange line).

5.2 Calculation

In order to understand the shock predisposition to particle acceleration and turbulent

phenomena, we compare the distributions of quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular regions

along of the smooth and corrugated shocks, see Figures 5.1 and 5.2. We identify these

regions by calculating the shock normal angle, θBn, between the shock normal, n̂, and the

upstream coronal magnetic field, Bup. We assume a steady global coronal magnetic field

with open magnetic field lines in the polar regions and closed field lines in the low latitudes

of the equator, besides we consider the bimodal structure of the SW (e.g., Manchester et al.,

2004). For distances larger than the source surface radius, in our calculation at 2.5 R� (e.g.,

Altschuler and Newkirk, 1969), we consider the Bup disposed radially in the pre-shock or

upstream region (e.g., Bemporad et al. 2014 and references therein).

In Figures 5.4(a) and (b) we compare the smooth and corrugated shocks (black thick

lines) and CMEs piston (gray shadow), CME-pause (red line), sheath or downstream

(yellow shadow), upstream (orange shadow), and the angles θBn, between n̂ (red arrows),

and Bup (black thin arrows). In the corrugated shock, we characterize the undulations

with a lower amplitude than in the CME piston, and illustrate the turbulent sheath by the

irregular downstream magnetic field lines. The unlike distribution of regions quasi-parallel

(blue upstream filamentary structures) and quasi-perpendicular regions illustrating our

results are shown in Figure 5.5 for both shocks types.
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Figure 5.5: Plots of shock normal angles for smooth, θSmBn (φ), and corrugated θCm
Bn (φ) shocks, with m =

1, 2, 3, see Figure 5.2. Panel (a) shows the θBn values for the three smooth shocks, and panels (b), (c) and
(d) show separately the θSmBn (φ) (black dotted line), and θCm

Bn (φ) (color continuous line) values for each one
of the shocks. The plots are associated to the color features in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, i.e., the shocks 1, 2, 3
in green, blue and orange, respectively. The quasi-parallel (Q–‖, 0 ≤ θBn ≤ π/4) and quasi-perpendicular
(Q–⊥, π/4 ≤ θBn ≤ π/2) regions around the shocks are indicated by yellow and white background shadow
colors separated by red line of θ = π/4 rad. The gray shadows in the plots indicate the initial supercritical
regions assumed from Figure 5.2. The results between smooth and corrugated shocks are illustrated in the
Figure 5.4 by distributions of filamentary structures in the upstream regions for quasi-parallel θBn values.
Source: Páez et al. (2018).
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5.2.1 Shock normal angles calculation

We calculated the angles, θBn between the normal of the shock, n̂, and radial magnetic

field, Bup = ‖Bup‖ r̂, along the shock,

cos θBn =
n̂ ·Bup

‖Bup‖
= n̂ · r̂. (5.11)

We introduce n̂, by rotating the tangential vector to the shock, τ . This process consists

of three steps: first, we define the shock surface, S(φ) (also corrugated shocks, Cm(φ)

Equation (5.6)), as a parametric function (
〈 〉

) of φ, i.e.,

S(φ) =
〈
φ, S

〉
. (5.12)

Second, we calculate the tangential vector, in polar components (, r̂),

τ = +Sφ r̂, (5.13)

with Sφ = dS
dφ

. Third, we rotate π/2 rad, in order to find the unitary normal vector (n̂),

n̂ =
−Sφ + r̂(
S2
φ + 1

) 1
2

. (5.14)

With Equations (5.11) and (5.14), we find the angle θBn,

θBn = arccos
(
S2
φ + 1

)− 1
2 rad. (5.15)

Figure 5.5 shows the shock normal angles plots for the smooth, θSmBn (φ), and the corru-

gated θCm
Bn (φ) shocks, with m = 1, 2, 3, see Figure 5.2. Panel (a) shows the θBn values for

the three smooth shocks, and panels (b), (c) and (d) show separately the θSmBn (φ) (black

dotted line), and θCm
Bn (φ) (colored continuous line) plots. The color plots are associated

with the color feature presented in this paper, i.e., the shock 1, 2, 3 in green, blue and

orange, respectively. The yellow and white background shadows indicate the quasi-parallel

(Q–‖, 0 ≤ θBn ≤ π/4) and quasi-perpendicular (Q–⊥, π/4 ≤ θBn ≤ π/2) ranges of θBn.

In Figure 5.5(a), the angle θS1Bn(φ) (green line) oscillates from quasi-perpendicular to

parallel angles between flanks to the nose of the S1(φ) (green line in Figure 5.2). In this
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case there is only one point where the shock is completely parallel, i.e., θBn = 0 rad.

The θS2Bn(φ) (blue line) varies from quasi-perpendicular in shock flanks to the quasi-parallel

values through the shock width. Unlike of the θS1Bn(φ), the θS2Bn(φ) presents three points

where the shock is parallel. The θS3Bn (φ) (orange line) preserve similar features to the

θS1Bn(φ), and shows a similar behavior to the θS2Bn (φ) in latitudes > π/6, the differences are

consequence of their unlike shock surfaces. For the three shock cases we do not find θBn

angles of perpendicular cases, i.e., θBn = π/2 rad.

From previous remarks two findings can be considered between Sm(φ) and θSmBn (φ). The

first, suggest that shock shape may be interpreted as a composition of convex (outward

curve) and concave (inward curve) regions like S1(φ), consequently its θSmBn (φ) profiles also

may be a composition of θS1Bn(φ). This can be inferred by comparing the shock 1 and shock

2. The S1(φ) profile shows a convex profile and consequently its θS1Bn(φ) exhibit a plot a

“V” shape. In the same way, the S2(φ) may be interpreted like a composition of convex

and concave regions of ∼ π/3 rad width each one. Consequently the θS2Bn(φ) is structured

through three “V” profiles in ±π/3 and 0 rad. As given above, θS2Bn(φ) may be assumed like

a composition of θS1Bn(φ), where the differences are imposed from different angular width in

the convex and concave regions of S2(φ). The second finding, is an interesting behavior

between shock 1 and shock 3. Figure 5.2(a) shows the S3(φ) like a deflection of the S1(φ).

This like-deflection effect may be consider in Figure 5.5(a) likes an angular translation of

θS3Bn (φ) with respect to θS1Bn (φ). The θS3Bn (φ) shows some differences for φ < π/6 rad due to

the variations in amplitude of the convex region of S3(φ) with respect to S1(φ).

Figures 5.5(b), (c) and (d) show the effects of the wave-like features of k(φ), Equa-

tion (5.7), on the smooth shocks by comparing the θCm
Bn (φ) (colored continuous lines) and

θSmBn (φ) (black dotted lines). The Cm(φ) and θCm
Bn (φ) do not show constraints similar to

the previous affirmations for the smooth shock. Besides, the small amplitude of k(φ), i.e.,

≤ 0.3 R�, affect drastically to the θBn values. The most visible differences between θSmBn (φ)

and θCm
Bn (φ) are the consecutive changes of θBn and extreme values in θCm

Bn (φ). The undula-

tions notably multiply the parallel angles, i.e., θBn ≈ 0 rad, along the shocks width, but do

not allow the existence of the perpendicular angles, the last similar to the smooth shocks.
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5.3 Discussion and conclusions

The CME-driven shock formation in the low corona is a phenomenon that involves

several physical process as particle acceleration (e.g., Manchester et al., 2005; Kozarev

et al., 2013), and turbulence. Recently, some works show the relevance of including realistic

features of the solar corona and CMEs in studies of SEPs (e.g., Schwadron et al., 2015;

Petukhova et al., 2017; Kong et al., 2017). In this work, we discuss the SEPs and turbulence

regions on shocks with wave-like features imposed from ubiquitous disturbances of the solar

corona, SW, and the corrugated CME piston. These wavy shocks are known as corrugated

shocks (e.g., Gardner and Kruskal, 1964; Landau and Lifshitz, 1987). This paper was

motivated from observations showed in Susino et al. (2015), where the authors show are

irregular shock front between 2 to 12 R� and 110◦ angular width. Also, a similar shock

front is evidenced in Bemporad and Mancuso (2011), Bemporad and Mancuso (2013), and

Bemporad et al. (2014) at ∼ 2.5 R� distance, in the CME event of 1999 June 11. Our

calculation are focused on the shock normal angle, θBn, between the shock normal, n̂,

Equation (5.14), and radial upstream coronal magnetic field lines, Bup. The θBn, is the

parameter that control the physical process in the shock (e.g., Balogh and Treumann, 2013).

With θBn, we identifying the quasi-parallel (0 ≤ θBn ≤ π/4) and the quasi-perpendicular

(π/4 ≤ θBn ≤ π/2) regions, associated to particle acceleration and turbulence, respectively.

We do not study the evolutionary process in the shock, in contrast, we analyze the shock

at ∼ 3.0 R�, in order to understand the predisposition of injection of particle through θBn,

during the early stages of the shock.

In this paper, we analyze three different CME-driven shocks morphology from Ontiveros

and Vourlidas (2009). In Figure 5.1, we show CME 1, CME 2 and CME 3, with respective

shocks located in different latitudes i.e., CME nose (CME 1), both CMEs flanks (CME 2),

and superior CME flank (CME 3). We define the smooth shocks Sm(φ), with m = 1, 2, 3,

Equation (5.2), (5.4) and (5.5) through polar Gaussian plots as functions of the polar

angular coordinate, φ, see Figure 5.2(a). The corrugated shock Cm(φ), Equation (5.6),

showed in Figure 5.2(b), are defined from Sm(φ) in addition with a complementary function

k(φ), Equation (5.7), shown in Figure 5.3. Our study is focused in ∼ 3.0 R�, according to

the shock formation, i.e., ∼ 1.5 R� (e.g., Ma et al., 2011; Zucca et al., 2014; Gopalswamy

et al., 2016), and SEPs onset ∼ 3.0 R� (e.g., Reames, 2009; Gopalswamy et al., 2012).
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For this reason we assume an amplitude less than 30% R� in k(φ). We consider that

wavy features in shocks are consequence of the disturbances from SW medium and CME

deflection (k1(φ), Equation (5.8)), irregular CME expansions or initial configuration of the

CME (k2(φ), Equation (5.9)), and minor disturbances from the solar corona, e.g., due to

the fluctuation of density and Alfvén speed (k3(φ), Equation (5.10)).

For the case of the smooth shocks, we find constraints between the shocks surfaces and

their θBn angles. Shock shape can be written like a sum of convex an concave contributions,

i.e., like a compound of the profile of shock 1, S1(φ), Equation 5.2. Consequently its θBn

profile may be a combination of θS1Bn(φ). For a situation similar to the shock decentralization,

possibly due to deflection of CME or effect of external factors like coronal hole (e.g., Wood

et al., 2012), the θBn can be written as the shock normal angles of shock non-decentralized,

i.e., the maximum and minimum θBn values may be preserved. Thereby the morphology of

the S1(φ) turns a crucial element for interpreting others complex shocks like shock 2, S2(φ)

Equation (5.4), and shock 3, S3(φ) Equation (5.5). The main diagnostic in the corrugated

shocks is the strong oscillation of θBn through the polar angle φ. Figure 5.5 shows how the

θCm
Bn (φ) changes drastically compared to the smooth shocks. The different amplitude and

frequency in the components of k(φ) i.e., k1(φ), k2(φ) and k3(φ), modify the θBn profile of

the smooth shocks. From Figure 5.3, the k2(φ) function may be the most relevant source of

disturbances in the shock. This function preserves intermediate amplitude and frequency

values that k1(φ) and k3(φ), besides that represent the irregular shock features due to

initial CMEs magnetic configurations and imbalance of magnetic pressures between CME

and corona. Our results of θCm
Bn (φ) do not evidence some constraint similar to the smooth

shock case. For the six shocks cases analyzed in this paper, we do not find perpendicular

shock conditions i.e., θBn = π/2.

In this work, we do not study the evolution of the shock morphology, but Susino

et al. (2015) observations, suggest that shock morphology evolution preserve the initial

irregularities. In this way, the initial profile is a start point for analyzing the shock evo-

lution. Moreover, if the most notable shock attributes are preserved, the quasi-parallel

and quasi-perpendicular regions will also be conserved. With this hypothesis, the SEPs

and turbulence region in the shock may be maintained in the shock front, possibly with

exception in the angular width. Our idea of corrugated shocks evidence that the injection

of particles through the shock may be complex due to the dependence of injection velocity
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with θBn (e.g., Li et al., 2012; Balogh and Treumann, 2013). In this way, the disturban-

ces from coronal medium and corrugated CME piston may modify completely the SEPs

production along the shock.

We understand that the physics of the corrugated CME-driven shocks is more sophisti-

cated than described here. The disturbances studied in this paper are aleatory phenomena

that depend on several factors, as ubiquitous fluctuations of the CME and solar corona

properties, or even solar cycle phase. Therefore, the perturbations on CME piston and

shock, may be more complex than showed here. Adopting these wave-like features on the

shocks, may be the started point for new research topics, in the sheath region, e.g., like the

downstream-jets and secondary shock, similar to the detected in the magnetosheath (Hi-

etala et al., 2009; Hietala and Plaschke, 2013); sheath evolution process, e.g., like density

variations and flows, e.g., Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (Manchester et al., 2005); particle

acceleration in sheath region in high density regions (pile-up regions in Das et al. 2011)

(e.g., Kozarev et al., 2013), shock thermalization, shock stability, injection particle process.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and perspectives

In this thesis, we presented two studies related to coronal mass ejections (CMEs). In

the first one, we studied the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (KHI) at the CME–Sheath and

Sheath–solar wind (SW) interfaces for two faster CMEs that propagate in the slow and

fast SW. Unlike to the KHI observations in CMEs, we presented an analysis of the KHI

in the outer corona distances between 4 to 30 R�. This region may be more suitable for

KHI, in comparison to the low corona, due to the lower magnetic field strength, larger

velocities of the SW and CME, and simpler magnetic field configurations. In our study

were mapped the densities, magnetic fields strength, and velocities of the slow and fast SW,

and the sheath structure. With help of the Chandrasekhar and Hasegawa condition for

magnetic KHI, we identify the suitable CME environment for KHI existence. Our results

suggest that the CME propagating in the slow SW may be suitable for KHI formation

due to larger shear velocities than in the fast SW. From two interfaces, we found that the

interface between the sheath and SW can be even more proper for KHI formation than

the interface between ejecta and sheath. We emphasized that flare associated to the CME

may develop a crucial role in the KHI formation. The flare energy released can establish

a denser sheath, or even to allow the shock and sheath formation in slow CMEs, in this

sense the flare optimizes the CME environment toward the KHI.

The few KHI observations in CMEs can indicate two goals on the knowledge of this

phenomenon. The first consist to know if the CME environments are predisposed to the

KHI, and the second is related to the KHI evolution. Our work, evidenced the susceptibility

to the KHI existence, particularly in regions of the slow SW, i.e., the KHI may be more

common than the CME events registered. On the other hand, the KHI evolution may be

imperceptible due to the limitations of the current technology, i.e., it would still not be
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adequate for KHI detection. In order to improve the understanding of the KHI in the

CMEs, it turns important further works with more CME parameters, and to take into

account the flare associated to CME, and possible evolution of the KHI. We expect that

through incoming instruments it can be acquired new KHI observations.

In the second study, we check the distribution of particle acceleration and turbulence

regions on corrugated CME-driven shocks. These shocks maintain wavy features due to the

disturbances from the solar corona, SW, CME deflection, irregular CME expansion, and

minor disturbances due to fluctuations in density and magnetic field strength in corona. In

this work, we analyzed the role of these features on the particle acceleration and turbulence

process. For this reason, are modeled three different shocks morphology, where we imposed

the undulations. We estimated the shock normal angle between the shock normal and

upstream radial magnetic field. With this, is possible to interpret the shocks predisposition

to particle acceleration. We found that for cases of shocks complex morphology the shock

normal angles can be calculated from the most simple shock shape. In a similar way,

the shock normal angles of the shocks decentralized, possibly due to the CME deflection,

can be inferred of the shocks non-decentralized. The results show that wave-like features

allow drastic oscillations of the shock normal angles which modify the physical process at

the shock front. Our results suggest that the irregular expansion of the CMEs may be

determinant in defining the physical process at the shock front.

We do not analyze the shock evolution, but through the observations, we consider that

the irregular shock morphology can maintain the initial features. The disturbances in the

shock formation range are totality aleatory, these even may depend on the solar cycle. In

this way, the physical process involved in the corrugated shocks may be more complex

that our description. We consider that to assume these irregularities on the CME-driven

shocks may be the first step in order to solve questions related to instabilities, shock

thermalization, acceleration of particles or even injection particles. In a future analysis

of the corrugated shocks, we consider appropriate to reconstructed the shock morphology

from low to outer corona. It may help to know the role of shock morphology and changes

in supercritical and subcritical phases during shock propagation.
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Abstract

Wave-like features recently observed in some coronal mass ejections (CMEs) have been associated with the
presence of Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (KHI) in the low corona. Previous works found observational evidence of
KHI in a CME; this was followed by numerical simulations in order to determine the magnetic field strength
allowing for its existence. Here, we present the first discussion of KHI formation in the outer corona at heliocentric
distances from R4 ☉ to R30 ☉. We study separately the CME–sheath and sheath–solar-wind (Sh–SW) interfaces of
two CMEs that propagated in the slow and fast SWs. Mapping the velocities, densities, and magnetic field
strengths of the CMEs, sheaths, and SWs in the CME’s flanks, we solve the Chandrasekhar condition for KHI
formation. Calculations show that KHI formation is more likely in a CME propagating in a slow SW (CME 1) than
that propagating in a fast SW due to the large shear flow between the CME and the slow SW. Comparing the
interfaces for both CME cases, we note that the Sh–SW interface of CME 1 is more conducive to the instability
because of the similar strengths of the magnetic field necessary for KHI formation and of the SW magnetic field.

Key words: instabilities – plasmas – solar wind – Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – Sun: magnetic fields

1. Introduction

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are the strongest solar
ejections of plasma and magnetic field propagating into the
solar wind (hereafter SW), releasing the stored energy into SW
(Emslie et al. 2004). CME propagation can be divided into
three dynamical phases: initiation, acceleration, and propaga-
tion (Zhang & Dere 2006). The first two phases occur in the
low corona ( R2< ☉) and the third one at distances R2> ☉.
The CMEs that expand and propagate with a velocity
(>800 km s−1) greater than the magnetosonic medium velocity
can drive shock waves ahead of the ejecta and the sheath
structure behind the shock through SW plasma compression
(e.g., Bacchini et al. 2015 and references therein). Raymond
et al. (2000) and Mancuso et al. (2002) show the shock
formation in the low corona in heliocentric distances less than

R2 ☉. The most notable evidence of shock formation are the
onset of type II radio bursts and the acceleration of solar
energetic particles (e.g., Gosling 1993; Reames 1999).

At the interfaces between the CME, sheath, and SW, shear
flows that allow conditions appropriate for the formation of the
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (hereafter KHI; e.g., Manchester
et al. 2005) may exist. This instability is a hydrodynamical
phenomenon that occurs in fluids and plasmas as rotating
regions known as vortices. KHI is affected by the geometry and
strength of the magnetic field parallel to the interface of the
shear flow, because the magnetic field tension opposes the
growth of the vortices (Chandrasekhar 1961). KHI can be
found in many astrophysical environments, such as planetary
environments (Hasegawa et al. 2004; Amerstorfer et al. 2007;
Sundberg et al. 2010), stellar jets (Micono et al. 1998), solar
atmosphere and coronal streamer (Cavus & Kazkapan 2013;
Feng et al. 2013), among others.

The first observational KHI features in CMEs were
associated with the CME of 2010 November 3 by Foullon
et al. (2011). The authors perform temporal and spatial analyses
of the KHI evolution at the northern CME flank at distances

less than 150 Mm (103 km) from the solar surface. Foullon
et al. (2013) performed a spectral analysis on the same CME to
explore the CME plasma structure to corroborate the features
observed by Foullon et al. (2011). An additional study by
Nykyri & Foullon (2013) demonstrates the development of
KHI through compressible 2.5D magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) simulations using the conditions of the ejecta of 2010
November 3. Supplementary observations of the KHI forma-
tion are presented by Ofman & Thompson (2011) and Möstl
et al. (2013) for the events of 2010 April 8 and 2011 February
24, respectively. Their observations are supported by 2.5D
MHD simulations, where different physical properties of the
KHI in both events were estimated. Some analytical studies of
KHI formation in environments with flux tubes are shown by
Zaqarashvili et al. (2010, 2014a, 2014b, 2015) and Zhelyazkov
et al. (2015). These works analyze the balance of pressure in
the twisted flux tube and conclude that KHI exists for some
unstable harmonics.
Motivated by previous observations of KHI features in some

CMEs in low-corona distances, we present a study in which we
discuss KHI formation in the outer corona. This paper is
focused on the CME–sheath (CME–Sh) and sheath–SW
(Sh–SW) boundary layers of two CME-driven SWs that
propagate in the slow and fast SWs. We are interested in these
different environments to understand the conditions suitable for
KHI formation. The central problem is to model the velocities,
densities, and magnetic field strengths of the CMEs, sheaths,
and SWs in order to solve the condition for KHI formation
proposed by Chandrasekhar (1961).
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present

the model for the slow and fast SWs and the CMEs with their
sheaths and shocks. In Section 3, we show the calculus at the
boundary layers of the CME and its sheath, and the sheaths and
SW for the two CMEs studied, and we describe some
conditions suitable for KHI formation. Finally, in Section 4,
we present the discussion and the conclusions of our work.
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2. Methodology

KHI has been observed in low-corona distances during the
early stages of formation of some CMEs (e.g., Foullon
et al. 2011; Ofman & Thompson 2011; Möstl et al. 2013). In
the present work, we are motivated to discuss the possibility of
KHI formation in the outer corona between heliocentric
distances R4 ☉ to R30 ☉, unlike previous works. Our study
simplifies the large variety of regimes and the multiplicity of
configurations of the environment that may affect KHI
formation, and we only consider the harmonics with the wave
vector parallel to the flow that can be stabilized by a flow-
aligned magnetic field. We adopt the KHI magnetic condition
proposed in Chandrasekhar (1961), which is along the shear
flow, k̂, for an incompressible plasma without viscosity and in
a thin layer with an external magnetic field,

k V V k B k B , 11 2
2 1 2

0 1 2
1

2
2

2r r
m r r

- >
+

+[ ˆ · ( )] [( ˆ · ) ( ˆ · ) ] ( )

where the V are the velocities, r the densities, B the magnetic
field of the two plasmas, and 0m the permeability of free space
( 1solarm » ). For this, we assume in condition(1) an electron–
proton plasma, i.e., e pr r r= + , with the approximations

n me e er » and n mp p pr » , and quasi-neutrality MHD,
n n ne p» » . Thus, Equation (1) can be written as
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In order to study condition(2) at the CME–Sh and Sh–SW
interfaces, we model the velocities, densities, and magnetic

field strengths for two CMEs propagating independently in the
slow and fast SWs during the solar cycle minimum. We ignore
the CME deflection checking in Kay et al. (2013), the CME
rotations considered in Lynch et al. (2009), the twisted
magnetic flux tubes (Zaqarashvili et al. 2010), and the effects
of reconnection. The simulations in Evans et al. (2011) show
how the orientations of the CME magnetic field with respect to
the global magnetic field can generate changes on the CME–
Pause morphology (hereafter the CME–Sh interface) in
response to different balances of pressure.
We start analyzing the slow and fast SWs in Section 2.1 and

the CMEs and their sheath structures in Sections 2.2 and 2.3,
respectively. In Figure 1, on the left, we present the general
scheme of our study of the CME 1 environment, and on the
right, of the CME 2 environment. Figure 1 shows the general
scheme of the KHI regions on the CME flanks for CME 1 and
CME 2, which propagate in the slow and fast SWs,
respectively. Panels (a) and (b) show the helical magnetic
structures, BCME

Helical, of CME 1 and CME 2 evolved by the
sheath’s magnetic field lines, BSh

Slow (orange lines) and BSh
Fast

(green lines), and the magnetic field lines of the SW, BSW
Slow

(purple lines) and fast SW BSW
Fast (pink lines). The sheaths of

CME 1 and CME 2 are represented by the cyan and yellow
shaded regions, respectively. We indicate the KHI region
together with the shear flow, k̂, on CME flanks by the dashed
black rectangle. The solid black point represents the Sun, and
solar rotation is assumed to be in the ẑ direction. We assume an
axial symmetry on the CME. We consider the vectors VSW,
BSW,VSh, and BSh to be aligned with k̂; in this text, we write the
magnitudes as VSW, BSW, VSh, and BSh.

Figure 1. Illustrative 2D scheme of CME 1 (left side) and CME 2 (right side) propagating in the slow and fast solar winds (SWs), respectively. Panels (a) and (b) show
our proposed zones for KHI formation on the CME flanks. We also show the CMEs’ internal structure (core and cavity) and the presence of external structures, the
sheaths and shocks, for both CMEs. The sheaths of CME 1 and CME 2 are represented by the cyan and yellow shaded regions, respectively. We show the helical
magnetic structures of both CMEs (curved black arrow, BCME

Helical) evolved by the sheaths’ magnetic field lines, shown by the BSh
Slow (orange lines) and BSh

Fast (green lines)
lines, and the magnetic field lines of the SW, BSW

Slow (purple lines) and fast SW BSW
Fast (pink lines). We indicate the KHI region, together with the shear flow, k̂, on the

CME flanks, by the dashed black rectangle The solid black point represents the Sun. In our calculation, we assume the solar rotation to be in ẑ direction.
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2.1. Solar Wind Model

In this paper, we use the bimodal pattern model for the SW,
with the slow SW in the equator region and the fast SW close to
the solar poles. For both types of winds, we construct the
speed, density, and magnetic field expressions dependent on
the heliocentric distance, r. The velocity for the SWs (VSW) is
modeled using the hyperbolic tangent profile (e.g., Coles
et al. 1991; Chen 1996; Borgazzi et al. 2009),

V r a
r

b
tanh . 3SW = ⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )

The slow and fast SW velocity profiles are defined by
adjusting the constants a and b using two pairs of values for the
velocity and distance. From Abbo et al. (2010), we propose for
the slow SW the velocity of 100 km s−1 at R3.5 ☉. For the fast
SW, we assume the velocity of 200 km s−1 at R2.2 ☉. We adopt
the velocity of 400 km s−1 for the slow SW (e.g., Chen 1996)
and 700 km s−1 for the fast SW (e.g., Stakhiv et al. 2015), both
at distances of R40 ☉. We find the values a=402.7 km s−1 and
b=13.8 for the slow SW, and a=700 km s−1 and b=7.48
for the fast SW. Figures 2(a) and (b) show the velocity profiles
in km s−1 (VSW

Slow,Fast, solid blue line), the density in cm 3-

(nSW
Slow,Fast, dashed green line), and the magnetic field strength in

Gauss (BSW
Slow,Fast, dotted red line) of the slow and fast winds.

The density and magnetic field strength are modeled using
Equations (4) and(5), respectively. Our slow SW velocity
model is in agreement with that of Quémerais et al. (2007) and
Sheeley et al. (1997).

The numerical densities (nSW) of the slow and fast SWs were
obtained using the conservation of mass flux law with the SW
velocities, Equation (3),

n r V r r constant. 4SW SW
2 =( ) ( ) ( )

We take the electronic density values from Abbo et al. (2010)
for the slow SW, 2.2 10 cm5 3´ - at R3.5 ☉, in the boundary of
the streamer belt (hereafter SB). For the edge of a coronal hole
(hereafter CH), we assume 1.5 10 cm5 3´ - at R2.2 ☉; see
Figures 2(a) and (b).

The SW magnetic field profile is obtained from the flux
conservation law assuming radial magnetic field lines,

B r
B r

r
. 5SW

SW 0
2

=( ) ( ) ( )

At the solar surface, we use B r 2.2SW 0 =( ) G for the slow
SW (e.g., Mann et al. 2003) and 6.0 G for the fast SW
(Manchester et al. 2004); see Figures 2(a) and (b). In Figure 3,
we compare the magnetic field profile obtained with
Equation (5), B rSW

Slow( ) (left side) and B rSW
Fast ( ) (right side), with

(i) the magnetic field profile proposed by Dulk & McLean
(1978), B r r0.5 1 1.5= - -( ) ( ) G, for r R10 ; ☉ (ii) the profile
proposed by Patzold et al. (1987), B r r r6 1.183 2= +- -( )
between the heliocentric distances of R r R2 15 ; ☉ ☉ and
finally, (iii) with the Gopalswamy & Yashiro (2011, hereafter
G&Y2011) profile, B r r0.409 1.3= -( ) , for the interval 6 to

R23 ☉. We can see from Figure 3 that our slow SW magnetic
field profile is in agreement with previous magnetic field models.
G&Y2011 is the profile most like our fast SW magnetic profile
(>8 R☉). The disagreement between the two is due to the fact
that G&Y2011 constructed the profile using a SW velocity
model with a terminal velocity of ∼400 km s−1 (Sheeley
et al. 1997).
In our calculation, we assume an error of ±30% on the

velocity, density, and magnetic field strength of the SWs. In
Section 3, we consider in the results the error propagation from
the SW model (Section 2.1).

2.2. Coronal Mass Ejection Model

We analyze CMEs propagating in the slow and fast SW
background. We are interested in constructing different
environments in order to identify the constraints for KHI
formation between R4 ☉ and R30 ☉. In this work, we assume
the ejectas CME 1 and CME 2. These CMEs exhibit a
morphology like the cone angle between opposing flanks, and
are structured in three parts: the core, cavity, and frontal loop
(Illing & Hundhausen 1985). The dynamics of the CMEs are
restricted to the propagation phase with a constant velocity and

Figure 2. Panels show the SW velocities, Equation (3) (km s−1, solid blue line); SW densities, Equation (4) (cm 3- , dashed green line); and SW magnetic field
strengths, Equation (5) (Gauss, dotted red line) of the (a) slow and (b) fast SWs. The cyan and yellow shadows in the background are placed intentionally to emphasize
the sheath color of Figure 1. The axis shows associated the color plot feature.
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residual deceleration imposed by the drag force from the SW
background.

CME 1 is assumed to be propagating into the slow SW in the
SB region with a velocity of 1000 km s−1 and residual
acceleration of −4 m s−2. In contrast, CME 2 is established
in an anemone active region (hereafter AR; in the latitude

40f ~ ) and evolved by a fast SW in a CH within an AR (e.g.,
Liu & Hayashi 2006; Liu 2007; Asai et al. 2009; Lugaz et al.
2011). For CME 2, a propagation velocity of 1200 km s−1 and
a residual acceleration of −2 m s−2 are adopted. The fictitious
CH force on CME 2 (e.g., Cremades et al. 2006; Gopalswamy
et al. 2009) and the effects of the anemone AR on the evolution
of CME 2 (e.g., Lugaz et al. 2011) are ignored. Figure 4 shows
the velocities of CME 1 (solid blue line), CME 2 (solid red
line), sheath 1 (dashed blue line), and sheath 2 (dashed red line)
in the outer corona. The sheath velocities are modeled in
Section 2.3. The limits of our interval are indicated by the
vertical black lines at R4 ☉ and R30 ☉. The colored shadows are
related to the sheath structure colors in Figure 1.

In order to solve condition(2) for KHI formation at the
CME–Sh interface (in Equation (2), indexes 1 and 2,
respectively), we consider the CMEs’ densities to be lower
than the sheath structures’ densities, i.e., n nCME Sh< . With this
approximation, we avoid the susceptibility of our calculations
arriving at a unique CME density value. Our calculation is
adapted to find the magnetic field strengths of the CMEs
appropriate for KHI formation, with the purpose of solving the
reverse problem: calculate the CME magnetic fields from KHI
observations. In this way, we do not model the CMEs’
magnetic field strengths, but we consider the CMEs’ helical
magnetic field structure (Dere et al. 1999). In Section 3.1, we
modify our method in order to find the constraint for KHI
formation. We propose the CME flanks to be KHI regions (see
Figure 1). These regions were chosen because the magnetic
field lines may be stretched by CME propagation, i.e., the
magnetic tension here may be lower than in the curved
magnetic field lines that evolve in the CME nose. Furthermore,
these zones are chosen in the same way as in the observational
samples of Foullon et al. (2011).

2.3. Shock and Sheath Structures

To model the CMEs, we assume the formation of a parallel
coronal shock in the low corona, R2< ☉, imposing that the
ejecta velocities be faster than the magnetosonic background
speed (e.g., Raymond et al. 2000; Mancuso et al. 2002). We
take into account that the sheath structure becomes less dense
and weaker with the increase of heliocentric distance; for this
reason, we adopt the function for the sheath compression layer
as the ratio between the downward and upward densities
(X dw upr r= ) shown in Figure 1, panels (a) and (b). Bemporad
& Mancuso (2011) and Bemporad et al. (2014) calculate the
latitudinal plasma density compression ratio, X, in the event of
1999 June 11 observed in the C2 and C3 coronographs of
LASCO. The authors reveal that the nose shock changes from

Figure 3. Panels comparing the (a) slow SW, BSW
Slow, equation (blue continuous line) and (b) fast, BSW

Fast (red continuous line), SW (Equation (5)) with the magnetic
fields models. In orange, the Dulk & McLean (1978) profile. In green, the Patzold et al. (1987) profile. In pink, the Gopalswamy & Yashiro (2011) profile (G&Y2011).

Figure 4. CME 1 velocity profile (VCME1, solid blue line) and sheath 1 (VSh1,
dashed blue line), together with the CME 2 velocity profile (VCME2, solid red line)
and sheath 2 (VSh2, dashed red line), in the outer corona between R4 ☉ to R30 ☉
(solid black vertical lines). The colors of the shadows are related to the sheath
structure colors in Figure 1. The cyan and yellow regions between the solid and
dashed blue and red lines represent the amplitude of the shear flow function, S(r),
Equation (15), for the cases of CME 1 and CME 2, respectively.
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supercritical (X 3.0< ) to subcritical (X 1.5< ) from R2.5~ ☉
to R5.0~ ☉. In contrast, they affirm that the CME flanks are
subcritical (X 1.5< ) in this interval. In the present work, we
propose a linear function for the compression ratio, X. We
suggest that X decreases from 1.3 to 1.1 and 1.5 to 1.1 for CME
1 and CME 2, respectively. The compression functions,
X rCME ( ), for CME 1 and CME 2 are given in Equations (6)
and(7):

X r r0.007 1.328 6CME1 = - +( ) ( )
and

X r r0.015 1.56. 7CME2 = - +( ) ( )
So, the sheath structure densities are, respectively,

n r X r n r 8Sh1 CME1 SW
Slow=( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

and

n r X r n r , 9Sh2 CME2 SW
Fast=( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

where the slow and fast SW density, nSW, correspond to
Equation (4).

In contrast to the asymmetrical velocities in the CME nose
and CME flanks calculated in Bemporad et al. (2014), we
assume that the sheath structure propagates with only
latitudinal shock velocity. We propose that the shock velocities
are slightly larger than the CME velocities, but the shock
accelerations are moderately lower than the CME accelerations.
For CME 1 and CME 2, we assume the shock velocities of
1120 km s−1 and 1300 km s−1 and shock decelerations of
−2 m s−2 and −1 m s−2, respectively. Figure 4 shows the
shock 1 (dashed blue line) and shock 2 (dashed red line)
velocities in km s−1 between R4 ☉ to R30 ☉, indicated in the
plot by vertical black lines.

3. KHI Formation in Boundary Layers

In this paper, we analyze KHI formation in two CMEs
propagating in slow and fast SWs. We also analyze KHI
formation on the CME flanks. Our hypothesis considers that in
these regions, the magnetic field tension is less than that in the
nose of the CME region. Here, we assume axial symmetry in both
CMEs. Figure 5 shows the general situation in the KHI regions. In
panel (a), the CME, sheath, and SW plasmas are shown by the
gray shadows together with the CME–Sh (green shadow) and
Sh–SW (orange shadow) interfaces. We show the helical
magnetic field structure of the CME, BCME

Helical, with the black
arrows between the eand ⨂ symbols representing the outward
and inward magnetic field polarities, respectively. The magnetic
field lines of the sheaths (blue arrow, BSh) and SW (green arrow,
BSW) are aligned with the interfaces and shear flow, k̂. In panel
(b), we amplify the structure of the CME–Sh interface. We
decompose BCME

Helical into its poloidal (BCME
Pol , red arrow) and

toroidal (BCME
Tor , brown arrow) components. Panel (c) shows the

Sh–SW interface. The structure of this boundary is less complex
than the CME–Sh interface due to the sheath structure being
shaped by the compression of the SW magnetic field lines. In this
section, we adapt the SW, CME, and sheath modeling of
Section 2 for the condition of KHI formation, Equation (2), in
order to find constraints for KHI formation at the CME–Sh and
Sh–SW interfaces for the two CME cases.

Figure 5. Schematic magnetic configuration of the KHI regions on the CME
flanks. In panel (a), the CME, sheath, and SW plasmas are generalized by the
gray shadows and the CME–Sh (green shadow) and Sh–SW (orange shadow)
interfaces and the shear flow, k̂ (dashed black arrows) are indicated. We show
the helical magnetic field structure of the CME, BCME

Helical, with the black arrows
between the eand ⨂ symbols, which represent the outward and inward
magnetic field polarities, respectively. The magnetic field lines of the sheaths
(BSh) and SW (BSW) are shown by the blue and green arrows, respectively. In
panel (b), we emphasize the structure of the CME–Sh interface. We decompose
BCME

Helical into its poloidal (BCME
Pol , red arrow) and toroidal (BCME

Tor , brown arrow)
components. We simplify our calculation of these components by assuming the
θ angle as the stretch caused by the propagation and expansion of the CME on
the helical structure. We assume that BCME

Tor affects KHI formation while BCME
Pol

does not (Chandrasekhar 1961). Panel (c) shows the Sh–SW interface. The
structure of this boundary is less complex than that of the CME–Sh interface
due to the sheath structure being shaped by the compression of the SW
magnetic field lines.
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3.1. Interface Between the CME and Its Sheath Structure

The density ratio in Equation (2) is simplified by assuming
that the CME density (nCME) is lower than the sheath density
(nSh). In our calculation, we adopt n n n2CME Sh CME< , due
to the plasma accumulating in the sheaths by the propagation
and expansion of the CMEs. Thus, the ratio density can be
written as

n n

m n n m n

3
. 10

p p

CME Sh

CME Sh Sh
+ ( )

With this approximation, the calculation becomes independent
of the CME density, nCME.

We consider that B BCME Sh and so Equation (2) is
independent of BSh,

k V V k B
m n

3
. 11

p
CME Sh

2

Sh
CME

2- >[ ˆ · ( )] ( ˆ · ) ( )

In order to solve Equation (11), we analyze the term k BCME
ˆ ·

through the poloidal, BCME
Pol , and toroidal, BCME

Tor components of
BCME,

k B k B k B . 12CME
Helical

CME
Pol

CME
Tor= +ˆ · ˆ · ˆ · ( )

In Figure 5, panel (b), we show that BCME
Pol is perpendicular to

the shear flow, k̂, and so this component does not affect KHI
formation (Chandrasekhar 1961). BCME

Tor is parallel to k̂, which,
as a consequence, can influence the instability formation. We
simplify the calculation of the components BCME

Pol and BCME
Tor

using the angle, θ, between the helical (black arrow) and
poloidal (red arrow) components of the magnetic field (see
Figure 5). We interpret this angle like a measurement of the
“stretch” on the helical magnetic field structure due to the
propagation and expansion of the CME. We suggest that a
stronger stretch on the helical magnetic field may unbalance the
magnetic components for larger values of θ. As first
approximation, we use 30q = , proposing a possible equi-
partition between the poloidal and toroidal components,

k B k B B Bsin
1

2
. 13CME CME

Tor
CME CMEq= = =ˆ · ˆ · ( )

Using Equation (13), Equation (11) can be written as

k V V
B

m n r

3

4
. 14

p
CME Sh

2 CME
2

Sh
- >ˆ · ( ) ( ) ( )

Assuming that the velocities VCME and VSh are parallel to k̂,
we define the left side of Equation (14) as a shear function S(r),

S r V r V r . 15CME Sh= -( ) ∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( )
The S(r) function represents the shear flow between the CME
and its sheath structure. Figure 4 shows the amplitude of the
shear flow function, S(r), corresponding to the cyan and yellow
regions between the solid and dashed blue and red lines for the
CME 1 and CME 2 cases, respectively.

From Equation (14), we calculate the CME magnetic field
appropriate for KHI, B rCME

KH ( ),

B r
m n r

S r
4

3
; 16

p
CME
KH Sh<( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

with Equation (16), it is possible to find the interval of
magnetic field strengths that allows KHI formation between

R4 ☉ and R30 ☉. In Section 2.1 of the SW model, we assume a
±30% error in the velocity, density, and magnetic field strength
of the SWs. For B rCME

KH ( ), Equation (16), we assume an error
of±34% due to error propagation.
Figure 6 shows the results of KHI formation in the CME–Sh

and Sh–SW interfaces. The CME 1 and CME 2 results are
given in the left and right columns, respectively. The upper
panels show the KHI constraint at the CME–Sh interface and
the lower panels are linked to the KHI constraints at the
Sh–SW interface modeled in the Section 3.2. The results for
both CME cases are summarized in Table 1. Panels (a) and (b)
show the appropriate magnetic field strength of the CME for
KHI formation, Equation (16) (BCME

KH , solid red line), and the
logarithm of the shear flow function S(r), Equation (15)
( S rlog ( ), dashed black line), respectively. The cyan and
yellow shadows in the plots represent the colors assumed in
Figure 1 for the sheath structures.
We find unequal results at the CME–Sh interface for the two

CME cases. Our results illustrate a notable decrease of B rCME
KH ( )

due to the falling of the sheath density function as a consequence
of the SW density (i.e., n r n rSh SWµ( ) ( )). The S(r) and S rlog ( )
functions increase due to the deceleration of the CME in the SW;
see Figure 4. The differences in the B rCME

KH ( ) values for both
CME cases, i.e., B r B rCME1

KH
CME2
KH>( ) ( ), are a consequence of the

SW densities because the shear values are similar (see Table 1).
The set values for B rCME1

KH ( ) are two times larger than those for
B rCME2

KH ( ); for this reason, we suppose that the conditions
assumed for the CME 1 environment in this paper are more
adequate for KHI formation than those assumed for the CME 2
environment. From the results, we conclude that the region close
to  R4 ☉ is more probable for KHI existence due to larger BCME

KH

values compared to other distances, i.e., R20 ☉. As such,
Figure 6 represents the quantitative KHI constraints that give
evidence of the susceptibility of the CME–Sh boundary layer to
KHI formation.

3.2. Interface Between the Sheath and Solar Wind

Using the same methodology as in Section 3.1, we model the
Sh–SW interface. Through Equations (8) and(9), we can
rewrite the term n nSW Sh+ , which is equivalent to X1 CME+( )
nSW. In this way, the density ratio in Equation(2) simplifies to

n n

m n n

X

m n

1
. 17

p p

SW Sh

SW Sh

CME

Sh

+
»

+( ) ( )

Assuming the magnetic fields (BSh, BSW) and velocities
(VSh,VSW) of the sheaths and SWs to be along the shear flow, k̂,
we rewrite Equation (1) as

V V
X

m n
B B

1
. 18

p
Sh SW

2 CME

Sh
Sh
2

SW
2- >

+
+( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

For Equation (18), we approximate the magnetic field strength
of the sheaths as BSW < B B2Sh SW< . So,

B B B5 . 19Sh
2

SW
2

SW
2+ ( )

Inserting Equations (17) and(19) into Equation (18), we
calculate the final condition for KHI formation at the Sh–SW
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interface,

V V
X

m n
B

5 1
. 20

p
Sh SW

2 CME

Sh
SW
2- >

+( ) ( ) ( )

From the left-hand side of Equation (20), we define the
velocity shear function rx ( ),

r V r V r . 21Sh SWx = -( ) ∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( )
The SW magnetic field strength appropriate for KHI

formation is calculated from

B r
m n r

X
r

5 1
. 22

p
SW
KH Sh

CME
x<

+
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

In a similar way to B rCME
KH ( ), Equation (16), from the error

assumed in the model of the SWs, i.e., ±30% (Section 2.1), we
assume an error propagation of±34% in B rSW

KH ( ), Equation (22).
Figures 6(c) and (d) show the SW magnetic field strength,

B rSW ( ) (Equation (5), dotted blue line), the SW magnetic field
strength appropriate for KHI formation, B rSW

KH ( ) (Equation (22),
solid red line), and the logarithm of the shear flow, rlog x ( )
(Equation (21), dashed black line). Magnetic field strength less
than B rSW

KH ( ) allows KHI formation. In a similar way to
Figures 6(a) and (b), B rSW

KH ( ) decreases due to the effect of the
SW density, nSW, at the heliocentric distance, r. The shear
functions in the Sh–SW interface, rx ( ) and rlog x ( ), are larger
than the shear functions in the CME–Sh interface, S(r) and

S rlog ( ), that decrease as a consequence of the shock
deceleration into SW; see Figure 4. The values of the BSW

KH of

Figure 6. Plots for the KHI formation constraints. Panels (a) and (b) show the CME magnetic field, BCME
KH (Equation (16), solid red line) necessary for KHI formation

and the logarithm of the shear flow, S(r) (Equation (15), dashed black line) for the CME 1–Sh and CME 2–Sh interfaces, respectively. The values below the BCME
KH

curve are those appropriate for KHI formation. Panels (c) and (d) show the SW magnetic field strength, BSW, (Equation (5), dotted blue line), SW magnetic field
strength for KHI formation, BSW

KH, (Equation (22), solid red line), and the shear flow, rx ( ) (Equation (21), dashed black line). The values below the BSW
KH curve are

linked with KHI formation. The blue shadow along BSW represents the error of±30% assumed in the SW model, while the red shadow along BCME
KH and BSW

KH represent
the error propagation of±34%. The cyan and yellow shadows represent the colors assumed in Figure 1 for the sheath structures. We find CME and slow SW magnetic
field values less than 7.9±2.7 mG and 16.8±5.7 mG, respectively, which may allow KHI in the slow SW environment, while the CME and fast SW magnetic field
values less than 3.0±1.0 and 7.0±2.4 mG, respectively, allow the instability in the fast SW environment. These results are summarized in Table 1. Our calculations
show that the KHI magnetic field strength of Sh–SW interfaces are larger than that of the CME–Sh interfaces for both CME cases. In this way, we note that the Sh–SW
interface will be susceptible to KHI formation.
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the slow SW are approximately two times larger than the BSW
KH

of the fast SW. The results show that B r B rSW
KH

SW<( ) ( ), but
assuming error propagation (±34%, red shadow), we suppose
that the region appropriate for KHI formation will be at larger
distances, i.e., R20 ☉, in contrast to the CME–Sh interface.
Panel (c) shows a larger BSW

KH than panel (d); as such, we
consider the Sh–SW interface of CME 1 to be more conducive
to KHI formation than the Sh–SW interface of CME 2.

Our calculation is focused on quantitative requirements in
order to understand if the interfaces are predisposed to KHI
formation. The results in Figure 6 indicate that the CME 1
interfaces are more conducive for KHI formation than the CME
2 interfaces, due to denser slow SWs and the amplitude of the
shear flows. In order to optimize both CME environments for
KHI formation, we can increase either the shear flow at the
interfaces (i.e., analyze faster CMEs) or increase the density in
the sheath structures (Zhelyazkov et al. 2015). These two
options may be linked because the environments of faster
CMEs can give rise to stronger shocks and consequently denser
sheath structures. In a complementary way, from Magdalenić
et al. (2010), we indicate that the flare energy released
associated with a CME may give rise to denser sheath
structures, increasing the possibility of KHI formation. We
find that the best CME environment for KHI formation consists
of a faster CME with an associated flare that propagates into the
slow SW. These are exactly the features of the CME that
occurred on 2010 November 3 and analyzed in Foullon et al.
(2011), who found evidence of KHI formation.

4. Discussions and Conclusions

Previous works have shown KHI observations in low-corona
distances (e.g., Foullon et al. 2011; Ofman & Thompson 2011;
Möstl et al. 2013) in different CME events. In contrast, this
paper shows the first discussion of KHI existence in the outer
solar corona. Our work focused on analyzing the boundary
layers CME–Sh and Sh–SW between R4 ☉ to R30 ☉ for two
different CME cases. The interest in this interval is justified
considering that the plasma magnetic field strengths decrease
while the plasma velocities increase, and this combination may
optimize the CME environments for KHI development.

In this paper, we define two CME-driven shock environments.
In the first one, the CME propagates in the slow SW, and in the

second one, the CME propagates in the fast SW. The velocities,
densities, and magnetic field strengths of the CMEs, the sheaths,
and the SWs were modeled in order to solve the condition for
KHI existence proposed by Chandrasekhar (1961). For both CME
and shock propagation, a residual deceleration due to the drag
force of the SW background is imposed. The geometrical
disposition at the interfaces was simplified by assuming a parallel
shock, and some variables that can affect the KHI existence e.g.,
compressibility and viscosity, were ignored. In this way, the most
favorable environment for KHI development in order to under-
stand the broadest set of KHI constraints is shown. In this work on
the CME–Sh interface, we only consider the harmonics with the
wave vector parallel to the flow. These harmonics are stabilized
by a flow-aligned magnetic field. However, the harmonics that
have wavenumbers perpendicular to the flow could still be
unstable to KHI when there is a small transverse component of
magnetic field (Singh & Talwar 1994; Zaqarashvili et al. 2010,
2014b, 2015).
The functions B rCME

KH ( ), Equation (16), and B rSW
KH ( ),

Equation (22), represent the maximum magnetic field intervals
that allow KHI formation at the CME–Sh and Sh–SW interfaces.
Values here that are equal and lower are called the quantitative
constraints for KHI formation. We find that CME 1 and
slow SW magnetic field values lower than 7.9±2.7 mG and
16.8±5.7 mG, respectively, may allow for the formation of the
instability. CME 2 and fast SW magnetic field values lower than
3.0±1.0 mG and 7.0±2.4 mG, respectively, are conducive
to KHI existence (see Figure 6, Table 1). Our calculations
show that the CME 1 environment is more conducive to KHI
formation because BCME

KH and BSW
KH are larger than the respective

magnetic fields strengths in the CME 2 environment. We
explain this fact by the different values of the SW densities
(i.e., n r n rSW

Slow
SW
Fast>( ) ( ) and of the shear functions (i.e.,

S r S rCME1 CME2>( ) ( ) and r rCME1 CME2x x>( ) ( )), shown by
the cyan and yellow regions in Figure 4. We consider a ±30%
error on the SW model due to the variable behavior of the SWs;
this drives an error propagation in our results of±34%. We
consider that for both CME cases, the Sh–SW interface is more
conducive to KHI formation due to the larger magnetic field
strength that allows for instability formation, in addition to the
magnetic structure being less complex than in the CME–Sh
interfaces. Figure 6 shows that the slow Sh–SW interface close
to R26 ☉ has quantitative constraints on KHI formation, but the
fast SW interface does not. From our results, we can affirm that
the Sh–SW interface of the CME 1 case may be the best
environment for KHI formation. So, our hypothesis shows that
the best CME conditions for KHI formation are faster CMEs
propagating in the solar equator region, features that are shown
by the CME that occurred on 2010 November 3 and analyzed in
Foullon et al. (2011). We accept some limitations of our model
that are imposed by the complexity of the helical magnetic field
structure of the CMEs. We consider the toroidal and poloidal
components; through these, we find that the CME stretch may be
a relevant parameter of the environment that may define KHI
formation, in addition to previous constraints like the ratio
density checked by Zhelyazkov et al. (2015).
We emphasize that a flare associated with the CME release

energy contributes to the formation of a denser sheath structure
(e.g., Magdalenić et al. 2010). Equations (16) and(22) show
that increases in the sheath density, nSh, amplifies the threshold
of the conditions for KHI existence, i.e., B nCME

KH
Shµ . We

conclude that a flare is a qualitative constraint of the CME

Table 1
Results from Figure 6 for the CME 1 and CME 2 Cases for R4 ☉

and R30 ☉ at the CME–Sh and Sh–SW Interfaces

Interface CME–Sh Interface Sh–SW

r R( )☉ S (km s−1) BCME
KH (mG) ξ (km s−1) BSW

KH (mG)

CME 1

4.0 120.0 7.9±2.7 1006.4 16.8±5.7
30.0 162.4 0.7±0.2 695.0 0.8±0.3

CME 2

4.0 100.0 3.0±1.0 957.9 7.0±2.4
30.0 116.5 0.3±0.1 586.4 0.4±0.1

Note. The shear function S (km s−1), the CME magnetic field strengths for KHI
existence BCME

KH (mG), the shear function ξ (km s−1), and the SW magnetic field
strengths for KHI existence BSW

KH (mG).
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environment appropriate for KHI formation. On the other hand,
from the results of Magdalenić et al. (2010), it may be possible
to have KHI formation in slow CMEs (<500 km s−1) due to the
energy liberation of the associated flare. Finally, we indicate
the results as examples of the predisposition of CME
environments to the instability. We interpret our calculations
as a prediction of the CME magnetic field measurements from
KHI observations and vice versa.

We discuss two relevant points of the KHI phenomenon in
CME events and use the KHI observations as a tool to estimate
the CME magnetic field strength. The rare observations of KHI
may indicate two limitations associated with KHI formation
and evolution. The first may question whether the system—the
CME, sheath, shock, and SW—is predisposed to the existence
of KHI. The second is linked to the question of KHI evolution,
and whether the rare observations of KHI in CME events may
be consequences of the technological limitations of the
instruments on board currently operating solar spacecraft.
Our work shows the predisposition of the system to the
existence of KHI in outer solar corona distances. Our results
show that KHI may be more frequent in CME environments
than in the events registered. On this point, the features of KHI
evolution may be imperceptible, i.e., smaller vortex sizes or
wavelengths, or growth rates; these features may not allow the
instability to be monitored. In this way, we consider that a new
generation of spacecraft i.e., the Parker Solar Probe, Solar
Orbiter, and Solar Sentinels (all launching 2018) may
overcome these limitations and detect more frequently the
KHI evolution in outer corona distances. Finally, we think that
our paper can be interpreted as the first discussion on KHI
formation in a new solar corona environment, which is unlike
the discussions in previous works. We show that KHI may
exist; in this way, our work is the departure point for new
studies on KHI formation and CME magnetic field strength.
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